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New Delhi, Agency.  The Central 
Sanskrit Universities Bill, 2019 was 
passed by the Rajya Sabha Monday. The 
Bill seeks “to establish and incorporate 
Universities for teaching and research 
in Sanskrit, to develop all-inclusive 
Sanskrit promotional activities and to 
provide for matters connected therewith 
or incidental thereto.” Congress leader 
Rahul Gandhi Monday questioned 
the government in Lok Sabha on why 
it was scared of naming wilful bank 
loan defaulters. “I was not allowed to 
ask a supplementary question in Lok 
Sabha, this takes away my right as 
MP,” he said, adding that he was hurt 
as it was the Speaker’s duty to protect 
his right to speak. Earlier, Minister of 
State Anurag Thakur had responded to 
his query where he sought the names 
of 50 wilful defaulters and said that 
information relating to the defaulters 
was given on the Central Information 
Commission (CIC) website. In the 
wake of the cancellation of airline and 
railway tickets amid the spread of 
coronavirus, CPI (M) Kerala Rajya 
Sabha MP Elamaram Kareem Monday 
requested the government to forgo the 
cancellation charges of passengers. 
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Ranjan Chowdhury had earlier given 
an adjournment motion notice over 
the issue of ‘imposition of excise duty 
on diesel, petrol and other petroluem 
products’ and the ‘price of petrol and 
diesel in the country respectively’ The 
Budget Session of the West Bengal 
Assembly will be cut short over the 
coronavirus scare and the House will 
not meet after Tuesday, Speaker Biman 
Banerjee said on Monday. At an all-party 
meeting in the Assembly premises that 
was attended by Parliamentary Affairs 
�����������������������������	
����
leaders of opposition parties, thespeaker 
said the second part of the session, which 
commenced on Friday, will be truncated 
as part of the precautionary measures 
being taken to prevent the spread of 
Covid-19. Those who attended the 
meeting said all agenda except for three 
bills, including the appropiation bill, will 
be put on the back-burner. Voting for the 
Rajya Sabha elections will, however, take 
place as scheduled on March 26 Asking 
states to stop thermal coal imports, the 
government in Rajya Sabha on Monday 
said that a lobby was active in some 
states that was behind.

Rajya Sabha passes 
Central Sanskrit 
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New Delhi, Agency.   Reserve Bank of 
India (RBI) Governor Shaktikanta Das on 
Monday announced that the moratorium 
on Yes Bank will be lifted on Wednesday, 
March 18, 2020. The central bank 
governor said that swift action has been 
taken by the government and central 
bank to resolve Yes Bank crisis and also 
assured that the depositor’s money in the 
struggling private sector lender is safe. He 
also said that in case of requirement, RBI 
is also willing to provide liquidity support 
to Yes Bank. Speaking about the decision 
on a potential interest rate cut owing to 
economic and market meltdown, Das 
ruled out a rate cut during Monday’s press 
conference and said that only the central 
bank’s monetary policy committee (MPC) 
will take a decision on it in its upcoming 
meeting after assessing the impact of the 
coronavirus
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Rahul Gandhi had raised the issue of bad loans in 
Lok Sabha and sought a list of 50 top wilful defaulters 
including funds given and the amount written off by banks 
as he did not get a proper answer in the written reply. 
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi on Monday expressed 
dissatisfaction as his right to ask a supplementary 
question as an MP in Lok Sabha during the Question 
Hour was ignored by Speaker Om Birla. “I was not 
allowed to ask a supplementary question in Lok Sabha, 
this takes away my right as MP,” he said, adding that he 
was hurt as it was the Speaker’s duty to protect his right 
to speak. Rahul Gandhi 
had raised the issue 
of bad loans in Lok 
Sabha and sought a 
list of 50 top wilful 
defaulters including 
funds given and the 
amount written off by 
banks as he did not 
get a proper answer 
in the written reply. 
“The Indian economy 
is going through a 
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banking is failing and many more banks are going to 
fail. One of the main reasons for the failure of banks is 
stealing of bank money by a large number of people. 
The prime minister had said those who have stolen the 
money will be brought back and punished. But I have not 
got the answer to my simple question,” he was quoted as 
saying by PTI. When Minister of State for Finance Anurag 
Thakur started replying to the question, Gandhi and 
Congress leader in the House Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury 
protested, saying Union Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, 
who was present in the House, should reply. However, 
Speaker Om Birla said normally the junior ministers 
answer during the Question Hour. Responding to the 
question, Minister of State Anurag Thakur said that 
information relating to the defaulters was given on the 
Central Information Commission (CIC) website. Thakur 
also alleged that the Congress was trying to put the blame 
on the NDA government for irregularities committed in 
banks during the previous UPA regime. Thakur said the 
money deposited in Yes Bank is safe as mentioned by 
Sitharaman. In an indirect reference to Rahul Gandhi’s 
sister Priyanka Vadra selling a painting to Yes Bank 
founder Rana Kapoor.
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New Delhi, Agency.     

 The Supreme Court on Monday 
dismissed December 16 gangrape 
convict Mukesh Singh’s plea to 
restore all his legal remedies ahead 
of his hanging on March 20.  Mukesh 
claimed he was misled by his lawyers 
and sought the court’s directions 
to allow him to appeal against the 
death sentence. Mukesh had sought 
quashing of all orders passed by 
courts and the rejection of his mercy 
petition by the President since the day 
his curative petition was dismissed 
by the apex court on the ground that 
the earlier lawyer Vrinda Grover had 
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advocate M L Sharma, also sought 
a CBI probe into alleged “criminal 
conspiracy” and “fraud” hatched by 
the Centre, the Delhi government 
and advocate Vrinda Grover, who 
is the amicus curiae in the case. A 
bench of Justices Arun Mishra and 
M R Shah held Mukesh’s plea as not 
maintainable saying that the review 
petition and the curative petition 
have both been dismissed in the case. 

Meanwhile, Tihar jail authorities 
have started preparations for the 
�������� "�	��
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Pawan Jallad, has been asked to 
come to Tihar from Meerut on March 
17, and a ‘dummy execution’ will be 
conducted in the next two days to 
test the ropes and other equipment. 
A Delhi court set the execution of the 
four convicts  Mukesh Kumar Singh, 
Pawan Gupta, Vinay Sharma, and 
Akshay Kumar Singh  for March 20 
at 5.30 am. DG (Tihar) Sandeep Goel 
said the jail has not received fresh 
pleas or petitions from the convicts 
over the weekend.

SC dismisses December 16 gangrape 
convict’s plea to restore his legal remedies

Jammu, Agency. 

The judge has also directed the jail superintendents 
to produce both the accused  Yasin Malik and 
Showkat Ahmed Bakshi  through video conference 
on March 16. Nanaji alias Saleem and Javed Ahmed 
Mir were granted exemption from personal 
appearance on Saturday. JKLF chairman Yasin 
Malik and six other accused on Monday pleaded 
“not guilty” in the killing of four IAF personnel 
in Srinagar in 1990. “I do not plead guilty. It is a 
fabricated case,” he said, when Special judge NIA 
Subash Gupta read out the charges to him through 
video conferencing and asked him whether he 
pleaded guilty, or he wanted to face trial. The judge 
	#�������������������������������$%��"���������� �
the NIA court charged Jammu Kashmir Liberation 
Front (JKLF) chief Yasin Malik and six others — Ali 
����������� ����&������������	��
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Javed Ahmed Mir alias Nalka, Nanaji alias Saleem, 
Javed Ahmed Zargar and Showkat Ahmed Bakshi. 
The seven accused were also charged with criminal 
conspiracy, murder attempt and under provisions 
of TADA and the Arms Act. Referring to the CBI 
chargesheet, including documentary and oral 
evidence, Special NIA Judge Subhash Gupta observed 
that “on mild sifting and evaluating the confessional 
statements of the accused” recorded under Section 
164 of CrPC and Section 15 of TADA, “it can safely be 

considered as incriminating material against all the 
accused as they have divulged about the hatching of 
criminal conspiracy punishable under Section 120-
B of Ranbir Penal Code and they further confessed 
that in furtherance of which, crime was committed 
by them in the present matter”. The judge has also 
directed the jail superintendents to produce both 
the accused Yasin Malik and Showkat Ahmed 
Bakshi  through video conference on March 16. 
Nanaji alias Saleem and Javed Ahmed Mir were 
granted exemption from personal appearance on 
Saturday. The JKLF leader is under trial for the 
alleged killing of four IAF personnel in January 
1990 and for kidnapping Rubaiyya Sayeed, the 
daughter of former state home minister Mufti 
Mohammed Sayeed.

Yasin Malik, six others plead not 
guilty in IAF personnel murder case

Vijay Kumar, New Delhi
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cases in Delhi, the Delhi government has 
decided to close all gyms, nightclubs, 
and spas till March 31. Public, social, 
political, cultural, and family gatherings of 
more than 50 people will not be allowed 
across the city. Chief Minister Shri Arvind 
Kejriwal said that wedding programs have 
not yet been included, but people are 
being urged to postpone their weddings 
if possible. All MCD Commissioners and 
SDMS have been instructed to arrange 
large scale portable washbasins in public 
places. Addressing the media at the Delhi 
Secretariat, CM Shri Arvind Kejriwal said, 
“A video-conferencing was held at 11 AM 
today, with SDMs, DMs, Ministers and the 
���������� ����������� ��	��
��� *�� ����
taking all measures necessary to tackle 
the Corona crisis, and monitoring them at 
all times.”  “Delhi has witnessed 7 Corona 
cases to date, with the unfortunate demise 
of one of the patients. 2 cases out of them 
have fully recovered, and the remaining 
4 are under treatment. The Delhi 
government is taking all precautionary 
measures to quarantine those who 
��+�� ����� ���������� *�� ��+�� ���	�����
resources. More than 500 beds are ready to 
be installed for immediate hospitalization 
in case there is an outbreak. We are also 
advising people who have come in contact 
with those infected to home quarantine 
themselves for a while. I want to appeal 
to all those people through the media 
that all those people who have been home 
quarantined should remain cautious in 
their approach of not contacting and 
meeting other people till everything is 
under control. We have already shut 
down all the schools, colleges, swimming 
pools, till 31st March,” said CM Shri Arvind 
Kejriwal.  “In the meeting today, the Delhi 
government has decided to shut down 
gyms, night clubs, pubs, and spas till 31st 
March,” he added. The Delhi Government 
has also ordered that no social, cultural, 

family, political, and social gatherings 
should be held with more than 50 people 
present at a single gathering. Even though 
weddings have been kept out, for now, CM 
Shri Arvind Kejriwal also requested the 
people to postpone weddings to a later 
date, as a preventive measure to control 
the outbreak of the virus.  The SDMs and 
MCD commissioners have been directed 
to ensure that mobile washbasins, with 
soaps and regular running water, shall be 
arranged at all major locations. Each SDM 
(
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of mobile washbasins in their areas. Hand 
sanitizers will also be provided to all the 
staff and personnel working across all 
public places.  CM Shri Arvind Kejriwal 
said “I want to appeal to the people to 
cooperate with the authorities. The 
governments are doing whatever they 
can to contain the outbreak, but it is only 
with your cooperation that our efforts 
will be successful. Many countries have 
witnessed a major outbreak of the virus, 
which has fortunately not happened in 
our country. I will also request everyone 
to stop shaking hands with each other, 
ensure that you regularly wash your 
hands and sanitize them properly, and 
to not touch your face and eyes with 
hands.” CM Shri Arvind Kejriwal said that 
the preventive measures on behalf of 
the government have been taken based 
on what has been witnessed in other 

nations. “The surge in the Coronavirus 
cases in Italy has taught us that we need 
to be prepared for any emergency. In our 
nation, it is fortunately in a containment 
state. There has been no major community 
transmission of the disease. But we have 
to be prepared against all odds.” he added. 
He said, “These orders shall be liable to 
follow for all people present in all kinds 
of social gatherings, including protests. 
If required, we will also formulate plans 
on shutting down shopping malls across 
the city.”  “The people who have been 
,��������������������������	���(�������
facilities of the hospitals or the isolation 
wards that they are kept in can pay to 
be shifted to a hotel for the same. These 
people can be shifted to Ibis, Lemon Tree, 
and Red Fox,” he added.  CM Shri Arvind 
Kejriwal said that the people who have 
been quarantined have been categorized 
into 3 sections, A - who have a travel 
history and have shown symptoms and 
will be treated as patients, B - people who 
are above 60 and are suffering from some 
disease, and C - who are young and have 
no symptoms. These people are initially 
kept in quarantine for a period of 24 
hours, and people from category B and C 
are sent for home quarantine.  “Buses and 
metro are being disinfected daily. We have 
also started the free disinfection of taxis 
and autos on all the bus depots across 
Delhi,” he added.
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New Delhi, Agency. Madhya Pradesh Crisis 
Live News Updates: The Assembly was 
adjourned after till March 26 without the 
trust vote proceedings. In a brief address to 
the Assembly, Governor Lalji Tandon advised 
everyone in the House to uphold law so that 
the “dignity of Madhya Pradesh remains 
protected.” Soon after the Speaker NP Prajapati 
adjourned the Assembly till March 26 without 
��
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Supreme Court over the trust vote. The plea 
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Chouhan and nine other MLAs demanding 
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tomorrow. The BJP also submitted a letter 
and paraded 106 MLAs before Governor Lalji 
Tandon. Stating that while Congress has only 
92 members, Shivraj Singh Chouhan accused 
the chief minister of running away from the 
����
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Speaker adjourned the House today. When 
the BJP raised Governor Lalji Tandon’s letter 
to Chief Minister Kamal Nath, the Speaker 
said the correspondence was between the 
governor and the CM. Earlier this morning, 
in a brief address to the Assembly, Governor 
Tandon advised everyone in the House to 
uphold the law so that the “dignity of Madhya 

Pradesh remains protected.” He was received 
by CM Kamal Nath outside the House who was 
seen carrying a mask. While the Speaker and 
Congress legislators were seen sporting masks, 
BJP MLAs were not wearing them. Hours before 
the session of the Madhya Pradesh Assembly 
began on Monday, Chief Minister Kamal Nath 
wrote a letter to Governor Lalji Tandon saying 
����� ��� �����+�� ��� ��
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of the purview of his constitutional rights and 
that it “does not lie within the domain of the 
Governor to interfere with the functions of 
the Speaker”. Amid ongoing political tussle 
in Madhya Pradesh, senior Congress leader 
Digvijay Singh on Monday met state Governor 
Lalji Tandon, and termed it as a “courtesy” 
visit. Talking to reporters after meeting the 
governor, Singh said he had known Tandon 

for the last many years and that they did not 
discuss politics. Madhya Pradesh has been 
in a political turmoil since last Tuesday after 
22 MLAs of the ruling Congress resigned. 
They are believed to be the loyalists of rebel 
Congress leader Jyotiraditya Scindia, who has 
since joined the BJP. The governor had on 
Saturday night directed Chief Minister Kamal 
0���������
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Budget session beginning on Monday in view 
of the resignations Madhya Pradesh Chief 
Minister Kamal Nath on Monday wrote to state 
Governor Lalji Tandon stating that holding of 
��	
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“undemocratic and unconstitutional” in view 
of some MLAs of the Congress being held 
in “captivity” by the BJP with the help of the 
Karnataka Police. The Legislative Assembly 
(��� ���������� �
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of the Budget session on Monday amid the 
concern raised by the state government over 
������+���� ������� �(��������
������ 	
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test as demanded by the BJP. “I would like you 
to recall that when I met you on March 13, 
2020, I had brought to your notice that the BJP 
has kept many Congress MLAs as captive under 
the control of Karnataka Police and they were 
forced to give different types of statements. 

No religious, cultural, political gatherings with more 

than 50 people shall be allowed in Delhi: Kejriwal

NEW DELH. VIJAY KUMARIn the wake of the 7 confirmedCorona cases in Delhi, theDelhi government has decidedto close all gyms, nightclubs,and spas till March 31. Public,social, political, cultural, andfamily gatherings of more than50 people will not be allowedacross the city. Chief MinisterShri Arvind Kejriwal said thatwedding programs have notyet been included, but peopleare being urged to postponetheir weddings if possible. AllMCD Commissioners andSDMS have been instructed toarrange large scale portablewashbasins in public places.Addressing the media atthe Delhi Secretariat, CM ShriArvind Kejriwal said, "A video-conferencing was held at 11AM today, with SDMs, DMs,Ministers and the concerneddepartment officials. We aretaking all measures necessaryto tackle the Corona crisis, and

monitoring them at all times." "Delhi has witnessed 7Corona cases to date, with theunfortunate demise of one ofthe patients. 2 cases out ofthem have fully recovered, andthe remaining 4 are undertreatment. The Delhi govern-ment is taking all precaution-ary measures to quarantinethose who have been affected.We have sufficientresources. More than 500 bedsare ready to be installed forimmediate hospitalization incase there is an outbreak. Weare also advising people whohave come in contact withthose infected to home quaran-tine themselves for a while. Iwant to appeal to all those peo-

ple through the media that allthose people who have beenhome quarantined shouldremain cautious in theirapproach of not contacting andmeeting other people till every-thing is under control. We havealready shut down all theschools, colleges, swimmingpools, till 31st March," said CMShri Arvind Kejriwal.  "In themeeting today, the Delhi gov-ernment has decided to shutdown gyms, night clubs, pubs,and spas till 31st March," headded.The Delhi Governmenthas also ordered that no social,cultural, family, political, andsocial gatherings should beheld with more than 50 people

present at a single gathering.Even though weddings havebeen kept out, for now, CM ShriArvind Kejriwal also requestedthe people to postpone wed-dings to a later date, as a pre-ventive measure to control theoutbreak of the virus. The SDMs and MCD com-missioners have been directedto ensure that mobile wash-basins, with soaps and regularrunning water, shall bearranged at all major locations.Each SDM will have to arrangefor a specific number of mobilewashbasins in their areas.Hand sanitizers will also beprovided to all the staff andpersonnel working across allpublic places. 

Nightclubs-gyms and spas to
remain closed till March 31No religious, cultural, political gatherings with more than 50 people shall be allowed in Delhi : Kejriwal

Wedding programs
excluded, for now,
request people to post-
pone wedding programs
if possible 

Instructions to all MCD
commissioners and
SDMS to set up mobile
washbasins in public
places on a large scale :
CM  Arvind Kejriwal
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Congress, RLSP, along with Left parties 
will make Bihar crime free: Pappu Yadav

More deaths due to crime virus than Corona: Pappu Yadav

Patna, Raj kumar Roy

National President of the Democratic 
Development Party Anil Kumar today 
objected to the state government’s decision 
to close government and private schools 
and colleges and coaching institutes by 
31 March, in view of the growing effects 
of the corona virus.  He held a press 
conference in Patna today and described 
this decision of Chief Minister Nitish Kumar 
as a panic-stricken decision.  He said that 
as a precaution, the decision to close all 
the important institutions of the state is 
beyond comprehension, while neither a 
hospital is ready to protect it nor can the 
scanning of people coming from outside in 
the state, railway, air  Getting to the airport 
 !"#$%&#&' !"(#)*#& +"#', '#',*#-+.&'#&'*/#'0#
avoid corona was to arrange it in hospitals, 
but after the government’s announcement, 
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Doctors said the emergency may not 
have a ward for the corona virus.  Then it 
was shifted elsewhere.  When he called 
Rajendra Memorial Hospital and asked 
for the treatment of Corona, the hospital 
management said that patients cannot be 
examined.  Samples will have to be given 

at PMCH and NMCM only.  Only then will 
the investigation be done.  Anil Kumar said 
that the# &' '*#809*.!:*!'#&,0%4"# -+.&'#03#
all create wards in hospitals and make 
proper arrangements to avoid corona. 
He said that masks and sanitizers are 
not available in the state to protect from 
corona.  Leave the hospital, if you want to 

buy these things even with your money, 
',*!# +'# +&# "+3-+2%4'# '0# 8*'(# # )*# & +"# ', '#
imprisonment in entire state without any 
arrangement and imposition of Section 
144 in many districts is a step like Andher 
Nagari Chaupat Raja.  Because likewise, 
the economy of the state is disastrous.  
Then what does Nitish Kumar want to 
prove with such a decision. Anil Kumar 
said that the corona virus is spreading 
from outside.  So for this, there should 
have been a scanning center at the railway 
stations, bus bases and airports of the 
state, as in other states.  But there is no 
such thing in Bihar nor is it necessary to 
give information about how many patients 
have been provided beds in hospitals, the 
Chief Minister and the Health Minister 
of the state.  Therefore, we believe that 
the state government has done the work 
of thrashing and patting itself through 
Corona, which is totally wrong.  Today, 
there is not a single hospital in the state 
where it can be fully investigated. The 
party’s state president Sanjay Kumar 
Mandal, technical cell president E. Ravi 
Prakash, state vice president Prashant 
Priyadarshi and Manoj Ujala were also 
present at the press conference.

Punjab Correspondent. 

Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh on 
Monday announced his government will provide 
one lakh jobs to the state’s youth in various state 
departments in the next two years. Singh made 
the announcement while addressing media here 
on the occasion of completion of three years of 
his government. “For the youth of the state, we 
will provide one lakh government jobs over the 
next two years,” he said. Singh added that “These 
;0$&#1+44#$*#-+44*"#%/#',.0%8,# #'. !&/ .*!'# !"#
merit based system of selection.” The jobs will 
be offered in several government departments, 
including health, education and police, the chief 
minister said. Singh also made announcements 
regarding electricity tariff and transport sector. 
He said Punjab government has decided to 
rationalise electricity tariff while stating that 
domestic electricity consumers deserve relief in 
/01*.#' .+33(#<,*#-+! 4#"*' +4&#03#!*1#/01*.#' .+33#
could be given only after the approval of power 
regulator-Punjab State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission, Singh said. On transport sector, the 
chief minister said his government would soon 
provide 5,000 new permits for mini buses to 
demonopolize the transport business. Besides, 

he also announced that there will be reduction 
in road tax and cess on ordinary buses. Singh 
further said to promote sports and improve 
,* 4',# !"#-+'!*&&#03#=0%',>#',*#809*.!:*!'#1+44#
set up 750 rural sports stadiums across Punjab. 
On the occasion, all cabinet ministers and several 
MPs and MLAs were also present.

Madhubani Vishnudev Singh Yadav

Addressing a public 
meeting at the 56-day-
long dharna of the Akalis 
at the Onasi Giromile 
Chowk against the CAA, 
NRC and NPR, advocate 
Bhanu Pratap Singh of the 
Supreme Court said that 
the CAA, NRC and NPR were 
brought by the government  
Law is illegal. It will affect 
not only Muslims but also 
Hindu people. Constitution 
is paramount in our 
country.  Tman government 
make a mockery of the 
Constitution, he said .He 
warp increasing the royal 
that it is a violation of our 
privacy that we have come 
to alert the Szabo.  NPR is 
going to be implemented 
in the country from April 1. 
All of you should strongly 
oppose it. The government 
cannot do anything. He said 
that the effect of our unity is 
that today the government 
has started besetting 
the House. If our unity 
is maintained then this 

809*.!:*!'# 1+44# "*-+!+'*4=#
have to be demolished 
further. Advocate Shri Singh 
thanked the Muslim women 
here for six days  These 
women are staging a strike 
to protect the Constitution. 
Prof. Ratan Lal of Delhi 
University said that with 
this citizenship amendment 
law, every caste, religion  
Means people will be 
affected. The right to vote 
will be lost to the people. 
And it will become a mere 
Hindu nation. We should 
all protest against this. Arif 
Amber Jilani said that the 
government is showing 
insensitivity. As long as we 
all follow this black law  Our 
constitution will not be able 
to be protected until we 
-+8,'# -+.:4=(# # <,*# :**'+!8#
was presided over by Azhar 
Alam while the stage was 
headed by Mo Pammu.  The 
meeting was attended by Dr. 
Mohammad Aslam, Qasim 
Ahmed, former SP Kamal 
Saheb, Arshad Nomani, 
Mahendra Kumar, Mo.  

Patna Patna Correspondent. 

National President of Jan Adhikar 
Party (Democratic) and former MP 
of Madhepura, Pappu Yadav asked 
Congress, RLSP and Left parties to 
come forward and meet together to 
make Bihar crime free.  Referring to the 
killing of Sarafa businessman in Patna 
City on Friday, Pappu Yadav said that 
the police is sheltering criminals.  The 
most important is that when the crime is 
protected by power, then who will control 
the rising crime in Bihar?  The chanting 
president said these things during a 
press conference today. Questioning the 
opposition’s destiny, Pappu Yadav said 
that all the posters of the opposition are 
criminals.  The opposition has aligned 
with the government.  We will expose all 
the anti-Bihar forces and take the state on 
a new path of development.
Pappu Yadav further said that we have 
called a meeting of all like-minded 
leaders on 18 March.  It will discuss the 
law and order situation of the state, the 
loss to farmers, problems of employed 
teachers and TET candidates.
Pappu Yadav also spoke of compensating 
farmers for the loss due to sudden rains.  
He said that the affected farmers should be 
given compensation as soon as possible.  
Further, the Jap president termed the 
treatment of employed teachers and TET 
candidates as unfortunate and said that 
equal pay should be given for equal work.
Pappu Yadav said that more people are 

suffering from the crime virus in Bihar 
than in Corona.  Nitish government will 
, 9*# '0# .*:09*# ',+&# 9+.%&# -+.&'(# # <,*#
government is doing false exercises on 
the corona virus.  Pappu Yadav said that 
he announced the free treatment of the 
corona victims.  He urged the central 
government to increase the health and 
education budget by reducing the defense 
$%"8*'(# # <,+&# 1+44# $*!*-+'# ',*# /*0/4*#
and the country will develop. During 
this, Bihar State President Raghupati 
Singh, Executive President Raghavendra 
Kushwaha, Youth State Vice President 
Raju Danveer, Student Council State 
Vice President Shashank Kumar Monu, 
Nishant Kumar, Pintu Yadav along with 
others were also present.

Bhagalpur, Correspondent. 

 Once again, the plan for Smart 
City Bhagalpur is planned.  
Tender has been withdrawn. This 
time
  The civic amenities in the city will 
be improved.  For this, Bhagalpur 
Smart City Limited has prepared 
a new action plan of 136 crores.  
CEO Sunil Kumar informed that 
a DPR will be prepared from the 
experts of PDMC Mars Company 
regarding the new project.  
After the approval of the project 
from the Ministry of Urban 
Development, work will be done 
on it.  Under the construction 
of town hall and river front, the 
$* %'+-+2 '+0!# 03# ',.**# '0# 30%.#
ghats has been allowed.
The entry mode entry OPD facility 
will be provided at Mayaganj 
Hospital.  With this system, 

patients will be able to register for 
their respective doctors online at 
home.  So that people can get the 
$*!*-+'# 03#:*"+2 4# &*.9+2*#  '# ',*#
prescribed time.  The patient’s 
registration number will appear 
on the LED screen in the OPD.  
There is a plan to build a 100 bed 
capacity night shelter building 
in Mayaganj for the patient’s 
family members. Bhagalpur 
Smart City is considering the 
facility of motorcycle and bicycle 
sharing in the city on the lines of 

Bengaluru.  GPS will remain in 
the vehicle.  People will use the 
vehicle according to their need.  
Facility will be provided on PPP 
mode.  Companies will be talked 
about for this.The concept of a 
smart city cannot be realized 
without the development of slum 
settlements.  The facility of street 
street lights, drinking water and 
toilets etc. will be made available 
in these settlements.  A smart 
vending zone will be created 
along the same lines.  There are 

plans to organize retail vendors.
A target has been set to complete 
the tender process by 15 April.  
644 crores will be spent on these 
schemes.  Could.There are many 
things, tender also comes out, 
but there is a lot of money, but 
there is no work of smart city on 
the ground.  They all know. It is 
an election year, now it is to be 
seen whether this time the work 
of smart city is done after the 
tender or if only the papers are 
razed, it will tell the time to come.
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The order issued by District Magistrate Pranab Kumar, will 
not be held at other places including Sandis Compound.
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   2Without proper 
arrangements in 
hospitals, Nitish Kumar 
took the decision to panic

    Questioning the 
opposition’s destiny, 
Pappu Yadav said that 
all the posters of the 
opposition are criminals.

    Referring to the killing 
of Sarafa businessman 
in Patna City on Friday, 
Pappu Yadav said that 
the police is sheltering 

    Smart City Limited has prepared a new action 
plan of 136 crores

 !!Slum colony will be developed along with basic 
facilities

 !OPD facility to be provided at Mayaganj Hospital
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Mumbai Correspondent.

As Maharashtra is taking drastic measures to control 
coronavirus. In a decision proposed by the health 
department, the government is planning to stamp 
arriving international passengers, who need home 
+&04 '+0!>#0!#, !"(#?3-+2+ 4&#& +"#',*=#/.0/0&*"#',+&#
to the state government and the chief minister as 
',*#0!4=#:* &%.*#'0#20!-+.:#,0:*#+&04 '+0!(#@A*# .*#
noticing that home quarantine is not being followed 
despite government advisories and visits by health 
workers. To stop community transmission, it is 
necessary to bring such people to public notice,” a 
&*!+0.# &' '*# 03-+2+ 4# & +"(# A,*!# 20!' 2'*"># &' '*#
health minister Rajesh Tope said, “We will stamp on 
 44# +!'*.! '+0! 4# / &&*!8*.&# -4=+!8# '0# 6 , . &,'. (#
Two lines stating they need quara!'+!*#'+44# #&/*2+-+2#
date will be stamped. If they step out, people will 
notice the stamp and caution them.” A case in 
Nagpur had emerged where an isolated patient 
-4*"#',*#,0&/+' 4#3 2+4+'=# !"#, "#'0#$*#'. 2*"#%&+!8#
/04+2*(#B!#6%:$ +#'00#2+9+2#03-+2+ 4&#& +"#',*=# .*#
trying hard to counsel international travellers 
to remain at home. Several people, who have to 
follow 14 day home isolation as a precaution 
 8 +!&'#20::%!+'=#'. !&:+&&+0!#& +"#',*=#-+!"#+'#
hard to follow two week quarantine. 
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Bhagalpur, Sanjeev Mishra. 

It is well known that right now Corona is so 
afraid that people are scared.  In this episode, 
Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar has issued 
an order to shut down a lot from 15 to 31 
March.  In this episode, awareness is being 
taken at every level in the districts of Kosi, East 
Bihar and Seemanchal, including Bhagalpur.  
Bhagalpur District Magistrate Pranab Kumar 
said in a press conference on Saturday 
evening that in view of this, all government 
and non-government schools and colleges 
in the district have been closed by 31 
March.  This order will also be implemented 
effectively in cinema halls, private coaching 
institutes and Anganwadi centers.

He said that Sandis and Jaiprakash Udyan of 
Bhagalpur will also be closed till 31st.  During 
this time there will be no one-off program.  The 
DM has also appealed to the common people 
to take precautions.  A person resident of 
Jamalpur in Munger district, near Bhagalpur, 
arrived at Mayangaz Hospital on Friday on 
suspicion of coronation of corona vires but 
left the isolation ward after giving a sample.  
He recently returned from Hong Kong.

A youth suspected of corona was also 
referred to Bhagalpur on Friday from 
Saharsa Sadar Hospital.  He came from 
Hyderabad.  The lady constable posted at 
BSF in Kishanganj reached Sadar Hospital 
late evening and expressed her concern 

about being corona virus.  However, the 
investigation found no evidence.  The 
women constable has recently shifted from 
Gwalior to Kishanganj.  In whatever districts, 
including Bhagalpur, Banka, Munger, it is 
fearful that people are scared and scared.

Patna Correspondent.

According to the instructions of the State Election Commission, Bihar, Patna, the scheduled 
election process for the Panchayat Sub-Election 2020 has been postponed.  Let us tell 
=0%#', '# &#/*.# ',*#!0'+-+2 '+0!#!%:$*.#CDEF#" '*"#CGHGIHIGIG# +&&%*"#$=#5 !2, = '+#
Raj Department Bihar Patna, the voting date for the Panchayat Sub-Election 2020 is 
&2,*"%4*"#0!#CJHGDHIGIG(##<,*#!0'+-+2 '+0!#1 &#/%$4+&,*"#0!#CGHGIHIGIG(##K40!8#1+',#
this, nominations for panchayat by-elections were received from 20-02-2020 to 27-02-
2020.  Scrutiny of nomination papers on 30-02-2020 and withdrawal of nomination has 
been done on 02-03-2020.  After that, the preparation of other remaining cases for voting 
will be completed from the district level.  Now only voting and counting of votes are yet 
to be conducted.   It is known that at present the virus has spread in about 117 countries 
of the world, originating from China.  Most of the Indian states have been affected by the 
infection of krona virus.  In order to prevent the spread of Crona virus, it has postponed 
the programs organized at the state level such as Gram Sabha / all schools / colleges and 
other public places.  According to the schedule of the State Election Commission, panchayat 
sub-election voting is scheduled on 18-03-2020, in which voters will collectively vote at 
the polling station.  In the current context, the gathering of voters together may hamper 
attempts to stop the intensity of the corona virus.  In this situation it does not seem 
appropriate to hold the vote on the scheduled date.  In the aforesaid context, in view of the 
proviso to Section 124 of the Bihar Panchayat Raj Act 2006 (as amended) and Rule 105 
of the Bihar Panchayat Election Rules 2006, after the consideration by the Commission, 
until the next order of voting on 18-03-2020  Is postponed.  Panchayat by-election, voting 
date of 2020 and other programs will be reported separately.  Information related to this 
will be communicated to all concerned. The State Election Commission, Bihar, Patna has 
sent necessary information to all the district magistrates through a letter.  In addition, a 
20/=#, &# 4&0#$**!#&*!'#'0# 44#',*#20!2*.!*"#6 &'*.#<. +!*.&#L#?3-+2*.&#L#M:/40=**&#*'2(#
deputed in the respective training cell.
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Coronavirus: Premier hotels near Delhi 
airport to offer paid quarantine facilities

New Delhi Correspondent. 

According to the orders, The IBIS 
will have to set aside 92 rooms, The 
Lemon Tree Premier 54 and Red Fox 
36 rooms. Garg said the authorities 
are expecting people to start moving 
to the paid facilities in a short while. 
The Delhi government has ordered 
three premier hotels in Aerocity near 
Indira Gandhi International (IGI) 
Airport to set aside as many as 182 
rooms for paid quarantine facilities 
30.# ',0&*# -4=+!8# +!# 3.0:#  $.0 "(# N*1#
Delhi District Magistrate Tanvi Garg 
told The Indian Express that the orders 
were issued, under the Delhi Epidemic 
Diseases, COVID – 19 Regulations, 
2020, after detailed consultations with 
the authorities of the three hotels. 
According to the orders, The IBIS 
will have to set aside 92 rooms, The 
Lemon Tree Premier 54 and Red Fox 
36 rooms. Garg said the authorities 
are expecting people to start moving 
to the paid facilities in a short while. 
The per day rate of the rooms have been 
capped at Rs 3,100 (plus taxes), which 
includes breakfast, lunch, dinner; two 
bottles of mineral water per day; tea 
and coffee and other facilities such as 
A+O+#  !"#<P(# Q09*.!:*!'# 03-+2+ 4&# & +"#
the room occupancy at these hotels had 
@&+8!+-+2 !'4=# .*"%2*"# +!#  !=# 2 &*(# R0#
after detailed discussions, we arrived 
 '# ',*# -+8%.*&# &%2,#  &# ',*# !%:$*.# 03#

rooms per hotel. They are expected to 
implement the orders smoothly”. The 
hotels have also been asked to ensure 
that the laundry of these guests is not 
mixed with those of others. Meals to 
such guests shall be served in their 
rooms only in disposable platers/
containers. The plates/containers used 
for this purpose should be disposed 
off as bio-medical waste ensuring due 

protocol. The security personnel of the 
hotels shall ensure that the movement 
of these guests is restricted to the 
20!-+!*"#  .* &(# <,*# : ! 8*:*!'# &, 44#
also observe the movement of these 
guests through CCTVs in their control 
rooms,” state the orders. Garg also cited 
Section 30 of the Disaster Management 
Act, 2005, “which empowers the district 
authority to perform such functions.

New Delhi Correspondent. 

Anto Alphonse, DCP (Dwarka) said, “The policemen 
suspected suspicious activities inside a shop near Bharthal 
village at around 4 am and decided to go inside. The 
 22%&*"#:*!#1*.*#&**!#1 9+!8#',*+.#/+&'04&(#<,*=#-+.*"# '#

constable Rajiv’s face and then attacked DHG Ajay with a 
blunt weapon.” A Delhi police constable was shot in the face 
by unknown assailants while he was patrolling in Dwarka 
on Monday. The constable was accompanied by a Delhi 
Home Guard who also sustained injuries on his head. The 
incident took place near Dwarka Sector 23. Anto Alphonse, 
DCP (Dwarka) said, “The policemen suspected suspicious 
activities inside a shop near Bharthal village at around 4 
am and decided to go inside. The accused men were seen 
1 9+!8#',*+.#/+&'04&(#<,*=#-+.*"# '#20!&' $4*#S ;+9T&#3 2*# !"#
then attacked DHG Ajay with a blunt weapon.” The accused 
: ! 8*"# '0# -4**#  !"# ',*# /04+2*:*!# 1*.*# .%&,*"# '0# ',*#
Venkateshwar Hospital. DHG Ajay received minor injuries 
while constable Rajiv is undergoing treatment. A case has 
been registered and a search is underway for the accused.

Delhi police constable shot 
#,%!*%L<#$H#>%#!2)%!*G-$)2

New Delhi Correspondent. 

Till Sunday, as many as 219 passengers from the 
coronavirus-affected countries were under observation 
at these two hospitals — 110 at Safdarjung and 109 at 
RML. As the country battles the coronavirus pandemic, 
two hospitals  Ram Manohar Lohia and Safdarjung  are 
at the forefront to collect samples of patients coming 
with symptoms. From addressing queries of concerned 
men and women to providing treatment to those who 
test positive, the Centre-run hospitals have had their 
hands full. Till Sunday, as many as 219 passengers 
from the coronavirus-affected countries were under 
observation at these two hospitals  110 at Safdarjung 
and 109 at RML. On Sunday, six symptomatic 
passengers were admitted to Safdarjung hospital and 
two to RML. Doctors at both hospitals have been given 
the task of collecting samples of suspected cases and 
sending them for testing. Testing facilities are currently 
available at the National Centre for Disease Control 
(NCDC), AIIMS and the National Institute of Virology at 

5%!*(#<,*#0!4=#2.+'*.+ #'0#2044*2'#& :/4*&#+&#'0#-+!"#0%'#
if the person has a travel history or has been in contact 
with a person who has travelled to other countries. We 
, 9*# '0#  ",*.*# '0# ',*# 2 &*# "*-+!+'+0!# /.09+"*"# $=# ',*#
Union Ministry of Health and Family Welfare for dealing 
with cases of Covid-19. Symptoms like cold, cough 
and fever are not enough to collect the samples of any 
person,” said a doctor from Safdarjung hospital. On a 
daily basis, the samples are being sent to the testing labs 
and the reports come out in two-three days, depending 
on the number of samples at the lab centre. 

L)7"!5%?JP>%=#.2#$G-*&%#,%
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Noida Correspondent. 

K!# OBS# , &# $**!# .*8+&'*.*"#  8 +!&'# %!+"*!'+-+*"#
people and the police are probing the matter from 
all angles and would ensure recovery of the vehicle 
&00!>#',*#03-+2*.#& +"(#R0:*#%!+"*!'+-+*"#:+&2.* !'&#
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driving it pulled up to urinate on a roadside here, 
/04+2*# & +"# 0!# R%!" =(# K220."+!8# '0# 03-+2+ 4&># ',*#
incident happened on Saturday night in Sector 90 
under Phase 2 police station limits, when Rishabh 
Arora, a stock broker, was returning in the car from 
a party in an inebriated condition. The luxury car is 
owned by Arora’s brother-in-law and there is a Rs 
40 lakh loan pending on the vehicle, they said. Police 
30.2*#+!24%"+!8#&*!+0.#03-+2+ 4&#, "#.* 2,*"#',*#&/0'#
after a matter was reported that a man’s BMW car 
has been robbed,” said Deputy Commissioner of 
Police, Central Noida, Harish Chander. Arora had 
stopped stopped the car midway and came out to 
%.+! '*(#6* !1,+4*>#&0:*#%!+"*!'+-+*"#:+&2.* !'&#
.* 2,*"#',*#&/0'# !"#-4*"#1+',#',*#9*,+24*>#7, !"*.#
added. Prime facie, it appears the robbery has been 

planned by somebody known to the car’s owner, 
the DCP said. An FIR has been registered against 
%!+"*!'+-+*"#/*0/4*# !"#',*#/04+2*# .*#/.0$+!8#',*#
matter from all angles and would ensure recovery 
03# ',*# 9*,+24*# &00!># ',*# 03-+2*.# & +"(# K&V*"# +3# ',*#
stock broker would be charged with drunk driving, 
DCP Chander told PTI: “The priority is to recover 
the BMW and ensure arrest of the culprits. It’s a 

serious concern that somebody’s car gets robbed 
like this on city roads.” Arora has alleged in his 
complaint that the miscreants, who had arrived 
on a motorcycle, had put a gun on his back while 
he was relieving himself but that claim is yet to be 
9*.+-+*"#&+!2*#,*#1 &# @,+8,4=#".%!VW># 220."+!8# '0#
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New Delhi, Correspondent. 

Zomato, Swiggy and UberEats claim 
delivery executives are continually being 
trained in proper methods of washing 
, !"&#  !"# +"*!'+-+2 '+0!# 03# &=:/'0:&(#
From introducing an option for customers 
to get their food without physical contact 
with the delivery executive to ensuring 
hygiene is maintained by all employees, 
online food delivery companies are 
taking several measures in the wake 
of the coronavirus pandemic. Zomato, 
Swiggy and UberEats claim delivery 
executives are continually being trained 
in proper methods of washing hands 
 !"# +"*!'+-+2 '+0!# 03# &=:/'0:&(# B!#  !#
email dated March 11, Swiggy told 
customers about steps being taken by 
them to reduce chances of contracting 
the virus and Zomato followed suit. A 
Swiggy spokesperson said: “The delivery 
executive can leave the food at the door, 
+3# &/*2+-+*"# $=# ',*# 2%&'0:*.(# <,+&# 0/'+0!#
is not available on cash-on-delivery.” 
While the companies said they are 
making available masks and sanitisers to 
employees, a delivery executive said, “We 
have been told to wear masks and use 
sanitisers but we have to bear the cost. 
Furthermore, they are not easily available 
these days.” An employee with Swiggy 
said masks have already been provided in 
certain areas. However, he said, because 
of short supply in the market, it might 

take longer for it to reach the other areas. 
Swiggy and Zomato state that delivery 
partners have been advised to self-
quarantine themselves in case they notice 
symptoms and they will be supported 
-+! !2+ 44=# +!# &%2,# 2 &*&(# R+:+4 .4=># Y$*.#
announced that “any driver or delivery 
person who is diagnosed with Covid-19 or 
is asked to self-isolate by a public health 
 %',0.+'=#1+44#.*2*+9*#-+! !2+ 4# &&+&' !2*#

up to 14 days.” Local eateries, meanwhile, 
remained empty even on a Sunday 
afternoon. With rumours going around 
that coronavirus could be contracted 
by eating chicken, restaurants such as 
Karim’s, famous for its chicken dishes, 
are facing setbacks. “Firstly, people are 
scared of eating chicken… Secondly, very 
few people are stepping out; the current 
footfall is less than half of normal,” said 

Parvez Ahmed, an employee at Karim’s in 
Preet Vihar. Amar Jyoti in Sarojini Nagar, 
which serves North Indian food, has seen 
a 60% dip in customers over the last few 
weeks. “Very few people are visiting the 
market so fewer people are coming to the 
restaurant. Online orders have reduced 
by around 10%. We are taking steps to 
ensure that the food we serve is clean,” 
said restaurant owner Surjit Singh Arora. 

Noida Correspondent. 

“They arrived at the facility by 12.30 pm and had nasal swabs taken, which would be 
tested for coronavirus. We would get the reports by Monday evening. We are following all 
protocols and are giving them the best possible 
care,” an ITBP spokesperson. A group of 218 
Indian nationals evacuated from Milan in Italy 
reached the national capital Sunday morning 
and were quarantined at the Indo-Tibetan 
Border Police (ITBP) facility in Chhawla. 
Italy has recorded the highest number of 
coronavirus cases outside of China. An ITBP 
spokesperson said the evacuees comprise of 
211 students and seven “compassionate cases”, 
which includes two families, all of whom are 
Indian nationals.“They arrived at the facility by 
12.30 pm and had nasal swabs taken, which 
would be tested for coronavirus. We would 
get the reports by Monday evening. We are 
following all protocols and are giving them the best possible care,” said the spokesperson. 
The evacuees are in the age group of 25 to 30 years, and include 154 men and 64 women. 
<,*=#$0 ."*"# !#K+.#B!"+ #-4+8,'#* .4=#R%!" =#:0.!+!8#3.0:#6+4 !# !"# ..+9*"# '#',*#
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the evacuees are from northern Italian cities and towns including Milan, Venice, Bologna, 
Turin, Genoa, Parma and Pavia. Eleven towns and villages in North Italy’s Lombardy, the 
region around Milan, and Veneto, which includes Venice, were earlier in a quarantined 
“red zone” due to the spread of coronavirus. 
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Delhi bans gatherings with over 50 
people, including in Shaheen Bagh

New Delhi, Correspondent.  

The ban on gatherings, the Aam Aadmi Party chief indicated, 
will also cover the Shaheen Bagh protests against the 
Citizenship Amendment Act, National Register of Citizens 
and National Population Register. Delhi Chief Minister 
Arvind Kejriwal on Monday announced that any gathering 
– religious, family, social, political or cultural – of over 50 
people will not be allowed in the national capital in order to 
prevent the spread of coronavirus, which has claimed one life 
in the national capital so far. The ban on gatherings, the Aam 
Aadmi Party chief indicated, will also cover the Shaheen Bagh 
protests against the Citizenship Amendment Act, National 
Register of Citizens and National Population Register. While 
addressing reporters after reviewing the Delhi government’s 
efforts to tackle the spread of the disease with DMs, SDMs, 
municipal commissioners and Cabinet ministers, Kejriwal 
ordered the shutting of gyms, night clubs and spas in the 
city till March 31. “We have also decided to shut gyms, night 
clubs, spas till March 31. And gatherings of over 50 people, 
be it religious, social, political, family, or cultural, will also be 
not allowed. Marriage functions will be out of its purview 
as of now but we appeal to people to postpone weddings 
if possible,” Kejriwal told reporters. While addressing 
reporters after reviewing the Delhi government’s efforts to 
tackle the spread of the disease with DMs, SDMs, municipal 
commissioners and Cabinet ministers, Kejriwal ordered the 

shutting of gyms, night clubs and spas in the city till March 
31. “We have also decided to shut gyms, night clubs, spas till 
March 31. And gatherings of over 50 people, be it religious, 
social, political, family, or cultural, will also be not allowed. 
Marriage functions will be out of its purview as of now but we 
appeal to people to postpone weddings if possible,” Kejriwal 
told reporters. When asked if the ban will have the Shaheen 
Bagh protests under its ambit, Kejriwal said: “It will be 
applicable for everyone, be it protest or any other gathering.” 
On possible closure of shopping malls, the chief minister said 
a decision will be taken in a day or two depending on how 
the situation evolves. Kejriwal said the Delhi government 
is implementing the guidelines of the Centre and working 
with it in close coordination. “We are quarantining people 
wherever needed. For possible large scale hospitalisation, 
1*# , 9*# : "*# &%3-+2+*!'#  .. !8*:*!'&># +!24%"+!8# &*''+!8#
aside 500 beds. There is no need for them as of now. 
People who came in touch with patients have been home 
quarantined. I appeal to people to ensure home quarantined 
people abide by norms,” he added. The MCD commissioners 
and SDMs have also been directed to arrange mobile wash 
basins in public places. Asked about the possibility of a 
sudden spiral like in Italy, Kejriwal said, “We can only learn 
from other countries. Italy has seen exponential growth. 
But in India, community transmission has not started.” The 
chief minister also advised people not to gather in large 
numbers during the upcoming navratri festival. The DMs 

New Delhi Correspondent. 

The members said while DU announced suspension of classes for students 
till March 31, “many principals have asked teachers to compulsorily report to 
their respective colleges despite suspension of classes”. Four Academic Council 
(AC) members of Delhi University have written to the Vice-Chancellor, asking 
that teachers be allowed to work from home as a precautionary measure 
against coronavirus, and that the semester be extended. The members — Deo 
Kumar, Kanchan, Rajesh Kumar and Saikat Ghosh — said while DU announced 
suspension of classes for students till March 31, “many principals have asked 
teachers to compulsorily report to their respective colleges despite suspension of classes”. “Teachers should be allowed 
to work from home so that unnecessary travelling of over 10,000 citizens can further be reduced. To further minimise 
20!' 2'#/0+!'&># ":+!+&'. '+9*#03-+2*&#&,0%4"#$*#: +!' +!*"# '# #:+!+:%:>#0!# #.0&'*.>W#',*=#&' '*"(#A,+4*#\Y#, &# &V*"#
for e-resources to be made available to students, the AC members said the semester should be extended. “We’ve always 
maintained that online contact and e-resources can, at best, supplement regular teaching. Especially in Science, where 
practical classes and lab work is integral to teaching-learning, e-teaching cannot be a substitute,” they said, adding.
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The Allahabad High Court had, suo motu, 
taken cognisance of the UP government’s 
vindictive move to put up roadside posters 
naming and shaming and giving photos and 
details of individuals accused of damaging 
public property during the anti-CAA protests 
in Lucknow in December 2019. The court 
deservedly reprimanded the Adityanath 
government for “undemocratic functioning”, 
for violating the individual’s fundamental right 
to privacy and the assurance of Article 21, that 
no person shall be deprived of life and personal 
liberty except by procedure established by 
law. It directed the government to take down 
the posters “forthwith” and set a date for it to 
submit a compliance report to the court. When 
the UP government appealed the decision of 
the Allahabad HC, however, the Supreme Court 
merely remarked that the state’s action was 
not “covered in law” and referred the case to 
a bigger bench. This is disappointing. Surely, 
it should not require a larger bench to see the 
obvious: That the UP government’s move is an 
attempt to intimidate and hound the protester, 
that it is guilty of trying to undermine the 
presumption of innocence until proven guilty 
by due process of law a cardinal principle of 
criminal jurisprudence. Taking its cue from 
the apex court, the UP cabinet has cleared 
the draft Uttar Pradesh Recovery of Damage 
to Public and Private Property Ordinance 
2020 it proposes to legalise its invasion of 
the privacy of citizens and its invitation to 
mob justice in a state that has seen frequent 
episodes of vigilante violence. In a sense, the 
Y5# 809*.!:*!'T&# :09*&># -+.&'# '0# ! :*#  !"#
shame protesters and then to provide legal 
cover for it, are only in keeping with its conduct 
so far, ever since the eruption of protests 
against the new citizenship law. The brutality 
of the police crackdown in December 2019, the 
indiscriminate slapping of grievous charges 
against protesters, and the death toll, are all an 
indictment of a rampaging state trying to look 
strong by using force to crush basic liberties. 
But the apex court’s ostensible reprieve to the 
UP government is a let-down. The Supreme 
Court has shown a disturbing lack of urgency 
in habeas corpus cases relating to Kashmir 
recently, and in matters of hate speech and 
sedition, yet it remains the citizen’s best hope 
for protection of individual liberties against 
state trespass and transgression. It must be 
hoped that the larger bench which will hear the 
UP government’s challenge of the Allahabad HC 
ruling in this week, will make amends for the 
impression of delay and miscarriage of justice 
in the case so far.
 -Vijay Kumar

Like in India and much of the world, the South Asian 
press as a whole has been pre-occupied with the 
coronavirus pandemic. The articles and editorials 
read much the same, making similar points, across 
borders take it seriously, don’t panic, don’t hoard 
masks and hand sanitiser, maintain social distance, 
the shock to the economy from the disease, etc. 
But there have also been opinion beyond corona. 
The deal between the US and the Afghan Taliban 
has been the subject of discussion in the Pakistan 
press for some time now. While many in the 
strategic community seem to believe that it augurs 
well for the Pak security establishment, others 
have asserted that the Pakistan Taliban and other 
terrorist elements and warlords in the country may 
$*!*-+'# 3.0:# ',*# "* 4(# ?!*# 03# ',*# : +!# 3* .&# , &#
been that the Taliban will destroy the Afghanistan 
government, and the nascent democracy will be 
nipped in the bud. Imran Jan, in his column in The 
Express Tribune on March 12, makes a provocative 
point: “Democracy, it turns out, has its dark side and 
it is quite ugly. Just the recent events around the 
world drive the idea home.” He uses the examples 
of Israel (it has had three non-conclusive elections 
in the last year, and being PM might be the only way 
Benjamin Netanyahu escapes prison on corruption 
charges), the US and India to establish democracy’s 
waning appeal. In India, he argues “Racism, murder, 
and bigotry have become the new face of the largest 
democracy. Religious discrimination is now the law 
of the land”. In the US, “Americans went to the polls in 
2016 where the popular vote went to Hillary Clinton 
but the delegates voted Trump in, meaning he won 
by getting fewer votes. The indirect democracy in 
America is a check on democracy in itself”. And the 
2020 contest between Donald Trump and Joe Biden 
is “between a con artist and a war criminal”. Jan 
also points out the problems in Putin’s Russia and 
in Afghanistan vis a vis elections and democracy. 
Given this backdrop, and the recent diplomatic 
successes of the Taliban, there is only one conclusion 
Jan is able to draw: “Given the unproductive and 
unsatisfactory situation of the democratic world, 
the Taliban would wonder if this is what they would 
become by embracing the ballot. Perhaps their way 
+&# $*''*.(# N0# &%22*&&+0!# +&&%*&(# N0# +!-+8,'+!8(# N0#
compromise on their cause. They will hate the West 
and the democratic world not for their freedoms 
and rights but for their dysfunction and corruption. 
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Taliban win everywhere.” The numerically stable 
government led by the united communist party 
in Nepal is being shaken by the continuing issues 
with Prime Minister K P Oli’s health. After his latest 
surgeries and treatment, the reports suggest that he 
will need a long time to recover. “While the prime 
minister has every right to recover in peace and 
privacy after going through the same major surgery 
twice”, writes the Kathmandu Post on March 13, “his 
03-+2*##',*#*X*2%'+9*#,* "#03#',*#809*.!:*!'#+&#&%2,#
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But Oli’s “penchant for control” seems to make this 
unlikely proposition. In essence, the editorial seems 
to be suggesting someone like a vice president of 
the US a prime minister in waiting of sorts: “…with 
the prime minister looking at a potential six months 
where his doctors advise a lower workload and 
lesser interactions.
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View From The Neighbourhood 
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Anand Krishnan

My friend, whose daughter is in the US, 
rang me up for advice. A coronavirus case 
has been reported from her city. Should 
he get his daughter to India? Is air travel 
safe? Everyone is worried about the way 
the COVID-19 outbreak will play out. In 
today’s networked world, heightened 
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manage such situations. There is a need 
for more informed decision-making and 
better dissemination of information. The 
chance of getting infected is not very high 
and given the low mortality rates (to the 
general population), the threat perception 
should be low. The people who should 
be worried are healthcare workers, the 
elderly and other vulnerable groups and 
those who have had contact with the 
infected. Given the immunity levels of 
people in different parts of the country, 
even with low mortality rates, there are 
likely to be large number of deaths in a 
short period of time. This is a public health 
problem, but it should not be a personal 
problem for most people. Yet, people are 
overreacting by stocking sanitisers, masks 
and paracetamol. 

This is related to how the risk is 
communicated by governments and 
other sectors and how it is perceived by 
people. Our approach must be to have a 
clear public health focus while assuaging 
fears at the individual level. The public 
health response to such outbreaks 
comprises three phases: The containment 
phase, delay phase and mitigation phase. 
During the containment phase, the aim 
is to detect and isolate cases and trace 
people who have been in contact with 
those infected. From a country point of 
view, the goal is to “prevent the disease 
taking hold in the country for as long as 
is reasonably possible”. However, by the 
time the COVID-19 outbreak was known 
to the world outside China, many people 
had already travelled out of the country. 
There are many unknowns when such 
an outbreak starts. For example, the 
incubation period (interval between being 
infected and showing symptoms) may 
be unknown and hence we do not know 
how long people should be quarantined. 
Similarly, we do not always know how 
many days before and after the onset of 
symptoms a patient is likely to pass on 
the infection. Moreover, if persons are 
infective even before they show signs and 
symptoms, they are likely to have already 
infected their close contacts and their 
isolation after diagnosis would not be 
very useful. If containment does not work 
and the number of cases rise dramatically 
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delay stage which is perhaps where we 
are in the current crisis. 

Delay is largely engineered through 
“social distancing” strategies and personal 
protection measures. These are the main 
tools to prevent accelerated transmission 
when no vaccine or prophylaxis is 
available. This includes school closures, 
encouraging more home working and 
reducing large-scale gatherings. China did 
these most effectively, but other countries 
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same effectiveness. However, the evidence 
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like closing schools and stopping big 

gatherings. It is not possible to conduct 
“trials” to test such measures. Most of the 
evidence is based on modeling the spread 
of the infection, given the properties of the 
agent and social mixing in the population 
(who meets whom and how often). For 
many respiratory infections, children 
have been shown to bring the infection 
into the family from the schools. However, 
there are many things yet to be learnt 
with regard to the coronavirus infection. 
Another purpose of the delay phase is to 
push the outbreak away from the winter 
season. If the peak of the virus can be 
delayed until the warmer months, it could 
possibly reduce the risk of transmission 
as the life of the virus in the environment 
is expected to be shorter. This phase 
allows time for strengthening the health 
system to prepare for the patient load. In 
the event of the outbreak worsening, the 
response will escalate and the focus will 
be on providing optimal care for people 
who need hospitalisation and ensuring 
support for those who become infected 
but do not require hospital treatment. It 
also involves plans to minimise the impact 
of disease on society, public services and 
the economy. The WHO was criticised for 
its handling of communication during 
the SARS epidemic it was felt that the 
agency overreacted. Many lessons have 
been learnt since then. In the current 
situation, I am sure the WHO will be 
criticised for playing safe. In today’s 

global environment, being balanced is 
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judgement. Travel advisories have serious 
economic and diplomatic consequences, 
especially if large and powerful nations 
are involved. In such situations, it is not 
only necessary to give appropriate advice 
but also explain the process and purpose. 
The UK’s approach has been praised 
for its transparency. In India, Kerala has 
received praise for its handling of the 
situation. However, we often get it wrong, 
as one hand of the government does not 
know what the other hand is doing. For 
example, on the day the Delhi government 
closed schools, I heard an advertisement 
on the radio in which a schoolchild 
complains that very few children came to 
play and the father reassures that there 
is no reason to worry about this in India. 
There are some things we must not do 
for example, politicise the matter. While 
there can be criticism of the way the issue 
was handled, this should not be given a 
political colour. This erodes trust in the 
government, which can be very harmful 
in a sensitive situation. As the WHO has 
said, the world is entering unchartered 
territories. One of the tragedies of public 
health is that its failures are well known 
but its successes in preventing calamities 
are always questioned as there is nothing 
to show. Let us hope that we not only 
mitigate the coronavirus infection but 
also learn lessons from it.

Ashok Gulati

Last month, Montek Singh Ahluwalia’s 
book, Backstage: The Story Behind India’s 
High Growth Years, was released. It is 
an account of India’s economic reform 
journey a process in which Montek was an 
insider for about 30 years. Besides some 
very interesting episodes pertaining to 
Montek’s personal and professional life, 
the book is full of useful insights into policy 
debates and their complexities. At many 
places, it provides evidence of the impact 
of these policies. This can be extremely 
useful as we try to rejuvenate the country’s 
sluggish economy and abolish poverty. It 
is impossible to do justice to every issue 
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myself to the policy debates and choices in 
the agri-food space.

 Agriculture strategy appears in the 
chapter on inclusive growth. During the 
UPA period, from 2004-05 to 2013-14, it 
was believed that inclusive growth is not 
feasible unless agriculture grows at about 4 
per cent per year while the overall economy 
grows at about 8 per cent annually. The 
reason was simple: More than half of the 
working force at that time was engaged 
in agriculture and much of their income 
was derived from agriculture. But many 
political heavyweights, even within the 
Congress, did not believe that agri-growth 
could reduce poverty fast enough. The 
main instrument of agricultural strategy 
was the Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana 
(RKVY), which gave more leverage to states 
to allocate resources within agriculture-
related schemes. This, along with other 
infrastructure investments in rural areas, 
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which increased from 2.9 per cent during 
the Vajpayee period (1998-99 to 2003-04) 
to 3.1 per cent during the UPA-1 period 
(2004-05 to 2008-09) and further to 4.3 
per cent during UPA-2 (2009-10 to 2013-
14). I strongly believe that the agri-GDP 
growth during UPA-2 was driven not as 
much by RKVY as it was by high agri-prices 
in the wake of the global economic crisis of 
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impact on poverty reduction, whichever 
way it was measured the Lakdawala poverty 
line or Tendulkar poverty line, which is 
higher. The rate of decline in poverty (head 

count ratio), about 0.8 per cent per year 
during 1993-94 to 2004-05, accelerated to 
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the absolute number of the poor declined 
by a whopping 138 million during 2004-05 
to 2013-14. Interestingly, this holds even 
on the basis of the international poverty 
line of $1.9 per capita per day (on 2011 
purchasing power parity, PPP, also see 
graphs). However, instead of celebrating 
this success of the growth strategy in 
alleviation of poverty, several NGOs 
and even Congress stalwarts remained 
sceptical. They advocated food subsidy 
under the Right to Food Campaign. Sonia 
Gandhi and her National Advisory Council 

(NAC) came up with a proposal to subsidise 
90 per cent of people by giving them rice 
and wheat at Rs 3/kg and Rs 2/kg. Montek 
tried to convince them that this was likely 
to create an unsustainable burden on the 
exchequer. He also argued that India could 
end up importing grains to the tune of 13-
15 million tonnes per year. Montek favoured 
a cap at 40 per cent of the population to 
be covered under the Food Security Act as 
the poverty ratio (HCR) in 2011-12 was 22 
per cent. He also favoured providing smart 
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opt for buying more nutritious food rather 
than just relying on rice and wheat. That 
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of agriculture and augmented farmers’ 
incomes. But he could not win over the NAC 
although the coverage for food subsidy was 
reduced from the original proposal of 90 
per cent to 67 per cent of the population. 
Montek also argued against export bans 
on agricultural commodities as these 
impacted farmers’ incomes adversely. But 
the government of the day often ended up 
taking the consumer’s side, as that was 
considered pro-poor. This reduced the 
incentives for farmers, who then had to be 
compensated by increasing input subsidies. 
No wonder, years later, when we estimated 
the producer support estimates (PSEs), 
as per the OECD methodology used by 
countries that produce more than 70 per 
cent of the global agri-output we found a 
deeply negative PSE. This indicates implicit 
taxation of agriculture through trade and 
marketing policies, even when one has 
accounted for large input subsidies going to 
farmers (see graph on PSE). Today, the food 
subsidy is the biggest item in the Union 
budget’s agri-food space.

In the current budget, it is provisioned 
at Rs 1,15,570 crore. But this factoid hides 
more than it reveals. Lately, the government 
has been asking the Food Corporation of 
India (FCI) to borrow from myriad sources, 
and not fully funding the food subsidy, 
which should logically be a budgetary 
item. The outstanding dues of the FCI are 
more than the provisioned subsidy, and 
if one adds these dues to the budgeted 
food subsidy, the effective amount of food 
subsidy comes to Rs 3,57,688 crore. This 
displays the consumer bias in the system. 
How do we move forward and what lessons 
can one learn from Montek’s engagement 
with policy formulation? The Economic 
Survey of 2019-20 makes a case for 
restricting food subsidy to 20 per cent of the 
population the head count poverty in 2015 
as per the World Bank’s $1.9/per capita 
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cent. For the others, the issue prices of rice 
and wheat need to be linked to at least 50 
per cent of the procurement price or, even 
better, 50 per cent of the FCI’s economic 
cost. Unless we make progress on this 
3.0!'>#+'#+&#"+3-+2%4'#'0#%!402V#.*&0%.2*&#30.#
the growth of agriculture, which slumped 
from 4.3 per cent during UPA-2 to 3.1 per 
cent during Modi 1.0.

From Plate to Plough: Growth and the farmer

 For many 
respiratory 

infections, children 
have been shown to 
bring the infection 

into the family 
from the schools. 

However, there 
are many things 
yet to be learnt 
with regard to 

the coronavirus 
infection. Another 

purpose of the 
delay phase is to 

push the outbreak 
away from the 
winter season.

In such situations, it is not only necessary to give appropriate advice but 
also explain the process and purpose. The UK’s approach has been praised 

for its transparency. In India, Kerala has received praise for its handling 
of the situation. However, we often get it wrong, as one hand of the 

government does not know what the other hand is doing. For example, on 
the day the Delhi government closed schools, I heard an advertisement on 
the radio in which a schoolchild complains that very few children came to 
play and the father reassures that there is no reason to worry about this 
in India. There are some things we must not do for example, politicise the 
matter. While there can be criticism of the way the issue was handled, this 
should not be given a political colour. This erodes trust in the government, 

which can be very harmful in a sensitive situation. As the WHO has said, 
the world is entering unchartered territories.

This, along with other infrastructure investments in 
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New York, Agency.   Turkish court on 
Friday handed three suspects convicted 
for the murders of a Syrian toddler Alan Kurdi and five others 125 years 
in prison each, according to state news 
agency Anadolu. Turkish forces captured 
the three men, who were organizers of human trafficking, earlier this week in the 
southern Adana province. The Bodrum 
High Criminal Court in Mugla sentenced 
them for “killing with eventual intent,” 
Anadolu said. The sentence comes four 
and a half years after Kurdi’s lifeless body 
washed up on a beach near the resort city 
of Bodrum in Turkey’s Mugla province, 
which borders the Aegean Sea. Five 
other refugees who shared about with 
him were also found dead. A number of 
other Syrian and Turkish defendants have 
received prison sentences for their role 
in the incident, but the three defendants sentenced on Friday had fled during the 
trial. Kurdi’s made headlines worldwide 
as the image of his body became an icon for the 2015 migration crisis. The 
imagery resonated particularly strongly 
in Germany, who went on to take in more than 1 million refugees during the mass migration. In February 2019, the German 
charity Sea-Eye named one of its rescue 
ships after the 3-year-old Syrian boy.

Three sentenced to 125 years 
for murder of refugee toddler

Federal Reserve cuts main interest rate to near zero in response to COVID-19
Bloomberg, Agency. 

The Federal Reserve swept into action 
on Sunday to save the US economy from 
the fallout of the coronavirus, slashing its 
benchmark interest rate by a full percentage 
point to near zero and promising to boost its bond holdings by at least $700 billion. In 
remarks underlining the sense of urgency, 
Fed Chairman Jerome Powell told a hastily assembled press briefing by telephone that 
the disruption to lives and businesses meant 
second quarter US growth would probably 
be weak and it was hard to know how long 
the effects would last. That left a clear role for fiscal policy to help cushion the blow. “The thing that fiscal policy, and really only fiscal 
policy can do, is reach out directly to affected 
industries, affected workers, and we’ve seen 
some of that so that’s an important job,” he 
said. “We do know that the virus will run 
its course and that the US economy will 
resume a normal level of activity. In the 
meantime, the Fed will continue to use our tools to support the flow of credit.” The Fed 
pulled out some of the biggest weapons 
in its arsenal. It’s key rate is now zero to 0.25%, matching the record low level it hit during the 2008 financial crisis and where it was held until December 2015. The central 
bank also announced several other actions, 
including letting banks borrow from the discount window for as long as 90 days and 
reducing reserve requirement ratios to zero 

percent. In addition, it united with five other 
central banks to ensure dollars are available 
around the world via swap lines. Powell said 
that he did not think negative rates, which 
have been used in Europe and Japan, would 
be appropriate policy in the U.S. President 
Donald Trump, who as recently as Saturday 
attacked the Fed for not lowering rates faster 
and further, quickly expressed support for 
the move. Trump ‘Very Happy’ “It makes me 

very happy and I want to congratulate the 
Federal Reserve,” he said. “That’s a big step 
and I’m very happy they did it.” Treasuries 
surged and US equity futures tumbled at the 
start of another volatile week as investors 
responded to the rapidly escalating 
economic impact from the coronavirus and 
bet it will overwhelm the policy response. 
The Bank of Japan said it was bringing 
forward to Monday a meeting scheduled for 

later this week. The Fed’s emergency action 
came as more and more evidence emerged 
that the US economy is being hit hard by 
the virus. On Sunday alone, Ohio ordered all bars and restaurants closed indefinitely, 
Nike shuttered all its stores at least through March 27 and airlines announced drastic cuts to their international flight schedules. 
Businesses are instructing staff to work 
from home, and travel and entertainment 
are being particularly affected as people take 
steps to observe social distancing to avoid 
infection. As the fallout spreads across the 
economy, the risk of a recession is mounting. 
Goldman Sachs slashed its GDP forecasts on 
Sunday. It’s now predicting zero growth in the first quarter and a 5% contraction in the 
second. Powell, who said he planned to do 
some telecommuting himself to set a good 
work-from-home example, told reporters on 
the call that the rate decision Sunday is in lieu 
of the Fed’s regularly scheduled meeting this 
week, planned for Tuesday and Wednesday. 
No Dot Plot He also said that the quarterly 
forecasts that would have been released at 
that meeting had been scrapped in light of 
the current uncertainty caused by the virus 
and would probably next be updated in June. 
With Sunday’s announcement, the Fed is firing some of the biggest guns in its arsenal, 
but economists say without a similar, 
forceful response from the government, the country’s record 11 year expansion could 
end in recession. 

Pakistan builds border fence, 
limiting militants and families alike

New Delhi, Agency. 

Above the trucks and travelers lining 
up at the main eastern gateway 
between Afghanistan and Pakistan, 
a glinting new landmark scales the 
dun-colored mountains: Parallel 
mesh fences, a couple of feet apart 
and topped with coils of razor wire, 
climb from the border crossing up 
over the dizzying crags. The section 
of fence overlooking Torkham is just a glimpse of a 1,600-mile barrier 
begun four years ago by Pakistan’s 
military and set to be completed this year. Nearly 9,000 miles from 
President Donald Trump’s border 
wall with Mexico, Pakistan has 
quietly been building its own version 
to try to control what has long been 
one of the world’s most porous and 
lawless frontiers. The Pakistani 
army credits the fence with helping 
to transform security in the country, 
sharply cutting terrorist attacks 
after a sustained army offensive 
pushed many militants — and tens 
of thousands of civilian refugees  into 
Afghanistan. Yet the barrier is also a 
projection of hard power in its own 
right, to the detriment of diplomacy 
with Afghanistan and the life of 
Pashtun tribes that had functionally 
ignored the border for generations. 
Afghanistan disputes the border 
that the fence follows, drawn by British colonial officials in 1893 and 
known as the Durand Line. And as 
the wire unfurls over hundreds of 
miles, it is cutting off routes through 
the mountains used by smugglers, 
militants, traders and families 
alike, according to interviews with government officials, tribal leaders 
and diplomats. Pakistan had long 
considered a border barrier. But 
construction began in earnest in 2016 after costly army offensives 
to push many militants out of the 
country’s tribal areas and into Afghanistan. Some 800 miles of the $450 million fence are now complete, and more than 1,000 border forts are 
being built, according to a statement 
from the Pakistani military’s 
information wing. The route takes 
it through forbidding mountains 
where rockfalls, avalanches and 
landslides cause constant damage. 
The vast majority of the work has 
been out of view of the public or 
other governments. One senior Pakistani security official, speaking 
on condition of anonymity because 
he was not authorized to brief the 
public, said, “It’s a herculean task 
because of the terrain up there.” 

Despite that difficulty, senior officers 
said it has had an appreciable effect 
on security even though it has not been finished. They cite a sharp drop 
in attacks by militants linked to the 
Pakistani Taliban, known as Tehrik-
e-Taliban, after many were driven into Afghanistan. Last year only 82 
attacks in Pakistan were attributed to that network, down from 352 in 2014, when the military offensive 
began, according to the Islamabad-
based Pak Institute for Peace Studies, 
which monitors extremist violence. The difficulties of maintaining the 
fence and keeping watch to see that 
it is not being breached have led 
some diplomats to question how 
practical it will be without high-tech 
assistance like cameras or other 
surveillance. Pakistan’s military said 
in a statement that the fence was 
strengthened with “surveillance and 
intrusion detection systems” as well 
as border forts but gave no further 
details. “Security is much better,” one Pakistani security officer said. “But 
you can’t do everything with a fence. 
People will still come through. They 
look like the local population, and 
they live among them.” But in recent 
months, there have been increasing 
reports that some Pakistani Taliban fighters have managed to come 
back to some of the tribal areas in 
the northwest. Last Monday at least 
three people, including a Pakistani 
colonel, were killed in a shootout 

between soldiers and militants in 
Tank district, near South Waziristan. 
Fence construction groups have also 
been attacked by militants, who have 
released videos of themselves tearing 
down sections and seizing building 
supplies. Corruption and bribery are also likely to help people find ways 
through in a region where smuggling 
has been a way of life for many 
The fence may slow down illegal 
crossings, but it will not stop them 
entirely, said Elizabeth Threlkeld, 
a U.S. diplomat in the border city of Peshawar until 2016 and now with 
the Stimson Center, a Washington-
based think tank that focuses on 
foreign policy. “Many of those 
determined to cross, including both 
militants and local residents whose 
livelihoods depend on smuggling, will find a way,” Threlkeld said. “The 
greater impact of the fence will 
instead be on Pashtun communities 
spanning the border, who will lose the 
ability to cross freely to visit family 
or do business.” Cross-border trails 
and roads were once common in the 
mountains on either side of Torkham, 
many of them without checkpoints. 
Zahid Shinwari, a former chairman of 
the chamber of commerce for Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa province, where the 
Torkham crossing is, said that traders 
bound for bazaars or families visiting 
relatives had thought little of the 
frontier and were used to passing 
without paperwork checks.

 New York , Agency. 

 For Westerners  squinting at Saudi Arabia 
across a vast landscape of stories about 
oppressed women and human rights 
abuses — the desert kingdom often leaves 
a single, damning impression: Here is a country that women are desperate to flee. 
But the changes driven by Crown Prince 
Mohammed bin Salman, the kingdom’s 
de facto ruler, have complicated that 
image over the last few years, codifying 
for women the right to drive, attend 
sporting events and travel without a man’s 
permission, among others. As the social 
codes that long governed their lives relax 
their grip, more women are wearing their 
hair uncovered and mingling openly with 
men  at least in larger cities. But whether 
reality lives up to the law depends on the 
dice roll of birth. Day by day, it still falls to women in many households to negotiate 
their freedoms with the fathers, husbands, brothers and sons who serve as their legal 
guardians Even before the legal changes, Saudi women from tolerant families rarely 
had to chafe under requirements that a male guardian approve plans to get jobs or 
travel abroad. For them, permission was nearly always granted. Although Crown Prince 
Mohammed has spoken of dismantling the guardianship system, women remain legal 
minors when it comes to marrying, living on their own and other matters. Those from 
more traditional families are still yoked to male guardians for whom fear of God.

Washington, Agency. 

Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders blasted President Donald Trump’s 
handling of the coronavirus outbreak during a Democratic 
debate on Sunday, and touted their own approaches to dealing 
with a widening crisis that has upended the daily life of Americans. In their first one-on-one debate, the two Democratic 
contenders to face Trump in the November election said the 
Republican president had contributed to growing worries 

about the global pandemic by spending weeks minimizing the 
threat before declaring a national emergency on Friday. The 
showdown between front-runner Biden and his last viable 
rival in Sanders, originally scheduled for Phoenix, took place 
in a Washington studio with no audience, a move made to 
limit possible exposure to the virus – a sign of how deeply the 
campaign routine has been reshaped by the global pandemic. 
When the two candidates took the stage, they smiled and 
shared an elbow bump  abiding by the advice of public health officials to avoid handshakes. Biden committed to choosing a 
woman as his running mate if he is the Democratic nominee. “If 
I’m elected president, my Cabinet, my administration, will look 
like the country, and I commit that I will in fact appoint and pick 
a woman as vice president,” he said. Both candidates used the 
debate, perhaps the last in the Democratic White House race, 
as an opportunity to project leadership and a sense of stability 
in the deepening crisis. Biden recounted his experience as vice 
president in the Obama administration in dealing with the Ebola outbreak in 2014. He laid out a coronavirus plan to make 
testing free and widely available, establish mobile sites and 
drive-through facilities in each state and provide more help for 
small businesses hurt by the resulting economic slowdown. He said he was willing to call out the military to help local officials 
build hospitals and take other necessary relief steps. “This is 
like a war, and in a war you do whatever needs to be done to 
take care of your people,” Biden said. Sanders, a democratic socialist senator from Vermont, suggested the first step in 
responding to the outbreak would be “to shut this president 
up right now” because he was undermining the response of public health officials. “We have got to learn that you cannot 
lie to the American people. You cannot be less than frank 
about the nature of the crisis,” Sanders said, adding the crisis 
showed the need for his signature Medicare for All healthcare 
proposal, which would replace private health insurance with a 
government-run system. “Let’s be honest and understand that 
this coronavirus pandemic exposes the incredible weakness 
and dysfunctionality of our current healthcare system,” he said. 
Biden has opposed the Medicare for All plan.

Washington, Agency.   

President Donald Trump on Sunday called on 
people to stop hoarding groceries and other 
supplies as one of the nation’s most senior public health officials urged Americans to act with more 
urgency to protect themselves and others against 
the coronavirus. Dr. Anthony Fauci said he would like to see aggressive measures such as a 14-day 
national shutdown. “You don’t have to buy so 
much,” Trump said at a news conference. “Take it 
easy. Just relax.” Trump assured Americans, after 
speaking with leading grocery chain executives, 
that grocers would remain open and that the 
supply chain remained healthy. Speaking at 
the same White House news conference, Vice 
President Mike Pence urged Americans to buy 
only the groceries they need for the week ahead. 
The comments from the president came after 
the government’s top infectious disease expert 
said he would like to see Americans to hunker 
down even more to help slow the spread of the 
coronavirus. Still, Fauci said travel restrictions 
within the United States, such as to and from 
hard-hit Washington state and California, 

probably would not be needed anytime soon. Officials in Washington were preparing for what 
was expected to be a long-haul effort to try to 
stem the virus that has upended life around the 
globe. “The worst is yet ahead for us,” Fauci said. 
“It is how we respond to that challenge that is 

going to determine what the ultimate endpoint is 
going to be.” Trump, on the other hand, offered an optimistic outlook even as officials said 
the infection rate in the U.S. was surging. The 
president acknowledged that the virus was “very 
contagious” but asserted that his administration 
had “tremendous control” over the spread of the 
disease. Trump said expressed pleasure that the 
Federal Reserve announced Sunday it was taking 
emergency action to slash its benchmark interest 
rate to near zero. The move intended to help 
the economy withstand the coronavirus came a day after Trump once again threatened to fire or 
demote Fed Chairman Jerome Powell. “It’s really 
great for our country,” Trump said of the central 
bank’s actions. Earlier Sunday, Trump held a call 
with more than two dozen grocery store and 
supply chain executives to discuss their response 
to the coronavirus outbreak. Retailers have reported shoppers flocking to stores to stock up 
on food and other essentials. Consumers have 
expressed frustration that some items _ such as 
hand sanitizer and toilet paper _ are becoming more difficult to find.

‘Take it easy. Just relax’: President Donald 
Trump tells Americans to stop hoarding

Saudi law granted women new freedoms. 

Their families don’t always agree.

Biden and Sanders criticize 
Trump on coronavirus, tout 
their own crisis leadership

London, Agency.  Queen Elizabeth II has 
been shifted out of Buckingham Palace 
in London to Windsor Castle as the UK 
plans for isolation measures for people over 70 amid the country’s death toll from COVID-19 hitting 21, nearly doubling from 11 within a day. The 93-year-old monarch and her 98-year-old husband, 
Prince Philip, are likely to be placed in 
quarantine at the royal Sandringham 
Estate in Norfolk in the coming weeks 
as tougher measures are put in place to fight the coronavirus outbreak in the UK affecting over 1,140 people. The deadly virus has claimed over 5,300 lives and infected more than 142,000 people across 135 countries and territories, with the 
World Health Organisation describing 
the outbreak a pandemic on Wednesday. 
Other events will be reviewed on an 
ongoing basis in line with the appropriate 
advice,” a Buckingham Palace statement 
said as it announced diary cancellations 
for the monarch. Some reports indicate 
that her move from the palace in the 
heart of London, which has a large staff 
and frequent visitors, was part of a 
regular weekend getaway for the Queen 
to Windsor on Thursday. However, other 
reports indicate that the situation will be 
kept under constant review before she is 
brought back to London and may instead 
be shifted to Sandringham, with a much 
smaller level of staff. “She is in good health 
but it was thought best to move her,” a 
royal source was quoted by ‘The Sun’ 
as saying. “The Palace hosts a constant 
stream of visitors, including politicians 
and dignitaries from around the world. 
The Queen has met a lot of people there 
until recently. But she is weeks away from her 94th birthday and advisers believe it 
is best to get her out of harm’s way.

Queen Elizabeth shifted 
out of Buckingham Palace 
amid COVID-19 crisis
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Chennai, Agency.   His return to India on 
hold due to travel restrictions forced by the COVID-19 pandemic, India’s five-time world champion chess icon 
Viswanathan Anand will complete his 
maiden commentary assignment while 
being in self-isolation in Germany. The 50-year-old wizard was to return to 
Chennai on Monday after competing in 
the Bundesliga Chess League but had to 
stay back near Frankfurt given the travel 
restrictions, his wife Aruna said. Anand, 
who is set to don the commentator’s 
hat for the FIDE Candidates tournament 
that begins in Yekaterinburg, Russia to 
spot the challenger to world champion 
Magnus Carlsen, will handle the role from 
his present location. The event starts on 
Tuesday. He will be commentating for 
the Candidates tournament for a website. 
Guess it will also keep him busy,” Aruna 
told PTI.The Indian was playing for OSG 
Baden-Baden in the Bundesliga Chess 
League. we will have to wait and watch 
about his return plans,” Aruna said. “He 
is near Frankfurt. With all the travel 
restrictions and advisories, we will have 
to wait and watch with regards to his return plans. The situation is very fluid,” 
she added. Aruna said Anand is practising 
social distancing given as a precautionary 
measure. “He has opted for social 
distancing as a precautionary measure 
due to the coronavirus scare,” Aruna said. 
She said though these are exceptional 
circumstances, Anand has stayed in touch 
and speaks to her and their son Akhil 
regularly. “It is an exceptional situation. 
But we are in constant touch thanks to 
technology. We stay in touch over phone 
and video calls. It is a virtual holiday,” 
she quipped. “As for Akhil, chatting to his 
father over phone and video calls ensures 
that he doesn’t miss him. With schools 
closing from today, Akhil will have a lot 
more free time and more opportunity 
to keep in touch with Vishy,” she added. 
The coronavirus pandemic has brought 
international sports to grinding halt with 
events either cancelled or postponed for 
the next fortnight.

Commentary to keep Viswanathan 
Anand busy after COVID-19 restrictions 
delay return to India from Germany

‘You can’t bat for social media, my aim is to win’: Cheteshwar Pujara
Rajkot, Agency. 

Days after Saurashtra claimed their 
maiden Ranji Trophy, the moment is 
yet to sink in for Cheteshwar Pujara. 
For, it has been a long and agonising 
wait for him, as Saurashtra were 
always the ‘nearly team’, having lost three finals in the last eight seasons. 
The master batsman opens up to 
The Indian Express about the Ranji 
hangover, planning for the title, his role 
in the side, his often misunderstood 
batsmanship and in a lighter vein, 
the social-media trolls. It is still there. 
The same day we had a small party in  
the evening. The next day I was flooded with 
messages. Whoever I met, including 
the former players, told me that they 
felt proud of us and they have never 
seen a day like this. The last time this 
region won the tournament was in 1936 when it was called Nawanagar. 
The next day I went to watch ‘Angrezi 
Medium‘ and people were talking 
about it (the title). That shows what 
it means to this part of the world. We 
had been planning for the last two 
years after Jaydev Shah stepped down. 
I was asked to lead the team but due to 
international commitments, I said no. 
It’s important to have a player who can 
lead the team throughout the season. 

So Jaydev Unadkat was the right choice. 
He is my friend and we both had a 
common goal. Last year, we came close 
and lost to Vidarbha away from home. 
The day we lost, we began planning for 
the next season. We (understood) that we needed to work on fitness, fielding 
and slip catching. The best part is that 7-8 players have been playing 
together for the last six-seven years. 
We understand each other’s potential. 
We kept small, small goals, had team 
bonding sessions and dinner with 
each other. I was there to help anyone 
at any time, whenever anyone needed 
me. I have watched them closely, so 
if I felt something ought to be told, I 
told them. Some of the players used 
to think too much (about their game), 
which was not needed. Someone like 
Chirag Jani, who was in and out of the 
team. So I told him that he needs to 
spend more time at the crease. He told 
me that temperament was an issue. 
Sometimes, his shot selection was bad. 
He was overthinking. I told him a few 
technical things and assured him that 
it was about getting one decent knock. 
The runs will come, the rhythm will fall into place and he will gain confidence. 
Eventually, his achievements were 
down to his hard work. I am not a 
coach, I will only suggest. I will not 
force anyone to change things. If they 

wanted to grow as cricketers, they 
need to trust their game. We wanted to 
have our own team culture. We never 
had one. Each and everyone is looking 
after everyone. Even those on the 
bench had that positive attitude and 
nobody cribbed when he was dropped. 
Credit should go to Unadkat. He did all 
the team-bonding exercise. My mind 
was in Rajkot even when I was with 
the Indian team. It is very tough to be 
detached from something you love the 

most. I love Saurashtra and I can’t think 
of myself without my team. I used to 
communicate with Unadkat, not on 
a daily basis but whenever it was 
needed, whenever he wanted to make 
a big decision or if he had a confusion 
about the playing eleven. Like the 
combination, Saurashtra should play 
away from home or on a certain type 
of pitch. We both had one goal, which 
was to win the Ranji Trophy. Unadkat 
has leadership ka shauq. The best 

part is that we are often on the same 
page. What’s your relationship with 
Unadkat? He is certainly a rarity 
because I have seen that the moment 
some players start getting good money 
in the IPL, they lose interest in Ranji 
Trophy. It is a fact, young player don’t 
give much importance to Ranji Trophy. 
So the commitment he has shown is 
remarkable. I have seen players, ke IPL 
nazdeek aa raha hai, so don’t give full 
effort in Ranji because they don’t want 
to get injured and miss out on the IPL 
money. He has given his heart out. 
He could have easily said, I will bowl 
fewer spells and save energy for the 
IPL. But he didn’t. The positive attitude 
of doing well in every match has 
helped him a lot. He has improved as 
a bowler, be it pace, control or swing. In the final, he bowled eight overs on the trot despite bowling 30 overs 
in the past two days on that pitch. 
Shayad yes, I agree. But the young 
generation does understand my game. 
Then, Test matches are getting fewer 
day by day, there are more white-ball 
games happening. So they won’t copy 
my style because my batting approach 
suits Test cricket (more). It’s not that 
I cannot change gears, I can play in 
shorter formats too. Many people have 
not seen me bat in white-ball cricket 
on TV. I know I take some time (to 

get in) but that’s the way I have been taught when growing up. In the first innings, I took some 200-odd balls to score 60 something but my teammates 
and I knew how tough the wicket was. It was a final and there was a 
responsibility on my shoulders. There 
is nothing wrong with batting slowly if 
the situation depends. I have to keep 
my ego behind, the ego of me being 
an international batsman and facing some bowlers who bowl at 110 kmph. 
If the situation is not easy and I know 
I can’t play my shots, then I will not. 
Game changes as per the pitch. Like in 
New Zealand, where the pitches were 
more challenging. How did you deal 
with the trolls? You can’t bat for social 
media. Many of them don’t understand 
my game and Test cricket because 
they see more white-ball cricket. 
Yaar yeh toh bahut bore kar raha hai, 
kitna ball khel raha hai (He is boring 
us, how many balls does he need). 
Please understand one thing, my aim 
is not to entertain someone, my aim 
is to win for my team, be it for India 
or Saurashtra. Somedays I bat fast, 
somedays I bat slowly. I respect cricket 
lovers and crowd, I’m not someone 
who can hit sixes. I try to avoid social 
media, I don’t follow social media 
when I am playing. I am not batting for 
entertainment. 

Aaron Finch, David Warner raise concerns 
over Australia’s COVID-19 measures

New Delhi, Agency. 

Australian white-ball captain Aaron 
Finch and opener David Warner have 
raised concerns over the effectiveness 
of the self-isolation policy of the government to tackle the COVID-19 
pandemic. The Australian government 
had announced that anyone arriving 
in the country from overseas will be forced to self-isolate for 14 days 
starting Sunday midnight (March 15) in a bid to contain the spread of 
the novel coronavirus. However, a lot 
of citizens are confused regarding 
the working of the precaution. An 
Australian sports journalist Veronica 
Eggleton tweeted: “Genuine question – 
how does the government know if new 
arrivals are actually self-isolating?” 
Finch re-tweeted Eggleton’s tweet 
adding “Have been wondering the same 
thing!!” Finch’s remarks prompted a 
response from teammate Warner, who 
wrote “Or, what about the uber/taxi/
bus/train they catch from the airport 
to their place.” The coronavirus has claimed over 6,000 lives and infected close to 160,000 people world over. 

The virus has cause a collapse of sports 
events worldwide in an year when 
several quadrennial events like the Olympics, Euro 2020 and Copa America 
are scheduled. Players all over the 
world are self-isolating. On Monday, 
former New Zealand pacer Mitchell 
McClenaghan, who was among several 

foreign players who left the ongoing 
Paksitan Super League amid concerns over the affliction, posted a picture of 
himself self isolating. “Straight home 
into isolation, get home to this note 
from my legendary wife who’s gone to 
stay with her parents for a few weeks. See you guys in 14 days.

London, Agency.  

Formula One drivers Max Verstappen and Lando Norris 
were racing on Sunday but, with the season-opening 
Australian Grand Prix cancelled due to the coronavirus, 
it was against invisible opponents on virtual racetracks. 
The world of esports came to the rescue in the absence of 
a race in Melbourne or indeed of any single-seater series 
with the Formula E and IndyCar calendars also ravaged by the fast-spreading virus. Red Bull’s Verstappen finished 11th in an ‘All-star Esports battle’ with a cast of other real 
racing drivers and professional gamers. McLaren’s Norris finished sixth in another virtual race, the ‘Not the Aus GP’ 
organised by Veloce Esports and shown live on Twitch.TV and YouTube.The 12 lap all-star race, organised by 
Torque Esports and The Race, featured a virtual version 
of the Nuerburgring  a German track no longer on the F1 calendar  and was won by Slovenian Jernej Simoncic.
McLaren Shadow’s Kevin Siggy was second with Rudy Van Buren, winner of the inaugural 2017 World’s Fastest 
Gamer competition and the prize of a simulator role with McLaren, finishing in third place. Torque had stumped up a total prize pot of $10,000 with $4,000 for the winner. 
“More people watched today’s ‘The Race All-Star Esports 
Battle’ online than watch a Formula One race on Sky TV 
in the UK. That is an incredible statistic,” commented 
Torque CEO Darren Cox. “During the race we were the 
biggest gaming or esport stream in the world. Bigger 
than Fortnite.” Swedish IndyCar drivers Felix Rosenqvist 
and American Colton Herta were the highest-ranked real 

world drivers in seventh and 10th places respectively. 
Verstappen won one of three qualifying heats from pole position but qualified ninth for the final using rFactor’s Formula ISI 2012 package. The Dutch 22-year-old spun at the first corner, dropping to 18th, but then showed his 
familiar overtaking skills and aggression to carve his way 
back up despite another spin. Others who took part in the heats included Indianapolis 500 winner Simon Pagenaud and former F1 drivers Juan Pablo Montoya and Rubens 
Barrichello, as well as their respective sons.

No F1 but Max Verstappen and 
Lando Norris still find a way to race

Mumbai, Agency.    

A tennis-playing youngster tries to 
convince her father to let her go for 
a training camp in Goa. The father 
disagrees and asks her to name Indian 
women players apart from Sania Mirza. 
“Ankita Raina, Prarthana Thombare, 
Rutuja Bhosale…” rattles the girl before 
her father stops her. He says, “You 
know these names because you play 
the sport. Ask others.” Rutuja Bhosale describes this scene from a 2019 Marathi film, ‘Smile Please’. She laughs 
over the phone, as she explains how 
surprised she was when she heard her own name make it to the final cut of the 
movie. “They probably just mentioned 
it because I’m Maharashtrian and this 
is a Marathi movie. That’s probably the 
only reason because they made this 
movie last year, and I hadn’t played 
a full season on tour,” she says. Since returning to the tour in 2017 after a 
stint at college tennis in the United 
States, Bhosale has struggled with 

a shoulder injury. But in her latest sojourn, at the Group 1 Fed Cup tie in Dubai, Bhosale arguably justified those fleeting moments of fame. For the first time ever, the Indian women’s team qualified for the World Group 
Playoff stage of the competition, after finishing second behind China. And the 23-year-old, from Shrirampur in the 
Ahmednagar district, played a crucial 
role in that success.

New Delhi, Agency.  

After beating hosts Madhya Pradesh to clinch the U-23 CK Nayudu Trophy in Indore 
on Saturday, the Vidarbha team got into a huddle for a selfie and a huge cake was cut 
before the players packed their bags and left to catch a flight to Nagpur. One would have 
expected a bigger celebration, considering 
this was Vidarbha’s only title this season. 
On their way back, coach Trevor Gonsalves 
and Vidarbha Cricket Association (VCA) 
vice-president Prashant Vaidya were busy 
chalking out a road map for the next season. 
This, in essence, summed up Vidarbha 
cricket — low-key, understated but driven 
and passionate.This win notwithstanding, 
it’s been a season of disappointments for 
Vidarbha. Their Ranji Trophy team failed to 
make it a hat-trick of titles, and even failed 
to qualify for the knockouts this time around. Their U-23 one-day team failed to progress beyond the quarterfinals, going down to 
Chandigarh in a rain-affected encounter. So, 

a lot was riding for them in the CK Nayudu Trophy, and Vidarbha gave a terrific account 
of themselves, registering eight outright wins and three draws from 11 matches. By winning the long-format U-23 tournament, 
Vidarbha collected their ninth trophy in the last two years, thus reaffirming their status as 
a domestic powerhouse with an abundance of emerging talent.From allowing U-23 players 

to team up with the senior team during the 
off-season and roping in military personnel 
for lectures on mental fortitude, to asking players to come for nets at 2 am, the think 
tank showed they were willing to think out 
of the box in their planning. Perhaps this 
was the reason why the colts managed to 
stage monumental comebacks from crunch 
situations.

Vidarbha colts make up for Ranji 
disappointment with U23 CK Nayudu title

In Dubai, Rutuja Bhosale justifies 
those fleeting moments of fame

New Delhi, Agency. 

France international Eliaquim Mangala said that he is one of the five players and staff of La Liga side Valencia who have tested positive for the coronavirus. The 29-year-old’s teammate Ezequiel Garay on Sunday became the first La Liga player to contract the 
virus that has affected a host of global sports events. “I knew 
today that I am #coronavirus positive,” Mangala said on Twitter. 

“I’m feeling good and 
I have no symptoms 
associated with the 
virus. However, I am confined in house 
and separated from 
my family. I learned 
we can carry the 
virus without having 
symptoms, that’s 
why I recommend 
everyone to follow confinement measures 
and avoid contact 
with other people, as 
much as possible, even 

if you feel well.” Valencia had travelled to Milan last month for a 
Champions League match against Atalanta, which was played in 
front of a packed San Siro stadium, before restrictions were placed 
on sports events in Italy  the country in Europe worst hit by the 
coronavirus. All organised soccer in Spain has been postponed for 
at least two weeks to prevent the spread of the virus.

Valencia’s Eliaquim Mangala 
tests positive for coronavirus

Rajkot, Agency. Chris Lynn will have to spend 14 days in self-isolation when he arrives in 
Australia as per the government’s directives.
Australia top-order batsman Chris Lynn, who plays for Lahore Qalandars 
in the Pakistan Super League, on Monday left for home midway into the tournament due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Lynn, who was bought by the 
Sunrisers Hyderabad in the IPL auction last year, is the latest player to join 
the list of foreign players who left the ongoing PSL amid raising concerns 
over the spread of the coronavirus. “Thoroughly enjoyed my time at the 
@thepsl unfortunately in these circumstances I’ve chosen to head home, 
I’ve always said there is more to life than cricket and this is certainly one of these cases,” Lynn wrote on his official Instagram account. “I have full 
faith in the @lahoreqalandars to go all the way but more importantly have 
fun lads! Thank you to everyone involved.

Chris Lynn leaves PSL in midst 
of coronavirus pandemic
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New Delhi, Agency. 2020 has been a year 
of unprecedented volatility, starting from 
the problems in West Asia led by Iran, 
following up with China Coronavirus, 
Union Budget, breaking of OPEC-
controlled oil prices and the subsequent 
spread of virus from China to other 
countries, leading to a World Health 
Organisation (WHO) declared pandemic. 
The effect of all these events has led to 
a massive dent in sentiment and global 
markets have corrected sharply. From a 
global perspective, there is an expectation 
that economic growth will take a big hit, as 
countries lock down to control the spread 
of the virus. Global equity markets are thus 
correcting anticipating prolonged crisis. 
Various Governments, and their respective central banks, have come in with fiscal 
and monetary measures to ease the pain 
of demand shock in the short-term. While volatility has risen to 2008 levels, we 
have to be careful to compare the current situation to 2008 global financial crisis 
(GFC). In my view both the events are 
very different and not comparable. Once 
the fresh new infection cases plateau, like 
we witnessed In China, normalcy should 
resume. In addition to the virus, oil prices 
has also seen a sharp correction. Failure 
to arrive at production cut targets among 
OPEC has added to global risk-off. What 
we’ve read or seen about the pandemic, it 
is expected to stabilise within few months 
as a concerted effort is put together to 
curb the spread. Meanwhile, while this 
is likely to have a short-term impact, 
this should not structurally change the 
dynamics of an economy, making this a 
temporary phenomenon. In the interim, 
the fear factor is likely to be at its peak. 
The effect of co-ordinated monetary and fiscal easing leading to demand 
incentivisation and liquidity will show its 
full effect on the economy and markets 
once this short-term fear abates.

 Market valuation is 
attractive; time to take 
risk for long-term gains

Sensex tanks 2,700 pts ahead of 
RBI meet, European mkts tumble

Mumbai, Agency. 

Indian benchmark indices were trading over 8 per cent lower, dragged down 
primarily by bank stocks, on Monday 
as sell-off resumed after a day’s halt. 
The uncertainity regarding the effect of 
the coronavirus epidemic kept investor 
sentiment in check even though the US 
Federal Reserve cut interest rates to near-
zero on Sunday in another emergency 
move to help shore up the US economy 
amid the rapidly escalating global 
coronavirus pandemic. READ MORE The 
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is expected to 
hold a media interaction at 4 PM today. It 
is widely expected that the central bank 
will cut rates and announce measures to 
boost sentiment. READ MORE The S&P BSE Sensex was down 2,750 points, or 8.05 per cent, at 31,350 levels. Index-heavyweight 
HDFC slipped over 7 per cent after leading 
Friday’s rebound rally. State Bank of India was also down over 6 per cent after Friday’s 13 per cent up move. IndusInd Bank was down over 16 per cent. Meanwhile, YES Bank surged over 50 per cent to as much as 40.40 per cent on the NSE in a weak market 

despite reporting a net loss of Rs 18,564.24 crore for the Q3FY20 quarter. The broader Nifty50 index hovered around 9,220 levels, down 730 points, or 7.1 per cent. All the 
Nifty sectoral indices were trading in the 
red with Nifty Bank, Nifty Private Bank, 
and Nifty PSU Bank indexes (all down over 5% each) taking the deepest cuts. In the 
broader market, the S&P BSE MidCap index was down 708 points, or 5.6 per cent, and the S&P SmallCap dipped 650 points, or 5.5 
per cent. Shares of SBI Cards & Payment 

Services (SBI Cards) listed at Rs 661, 12.45 per cent below its issue price of Rs 755 
on the National Stock Exchange (NSE) on Monday. On the BSE, it opened at Rs 658, 13 per cent lower against issue price. 
Acuité believes that there is a possibility 
of a surprise rate cut before April to the tune of 50 bps, following the examples 
of the USD FED and BOE rate cuts. A rate 
cut, if any, at this point may not be driven by inflation concerns. Even liquidity in the 
system is substantial. It will be more of a 

market calming move. The coronavirus 
threat is assumed to be a trigger point behind the move. Food inflation is also 
expected to be moderate with the Rabi harvest and core inflation likely to remain 
low. The yield differentials with foreign 
debt is also comfortable at this point 
so a rate cut may not put incremental risk to inflows. We even expect the 
reduction in CRR to increase liquidity 
along with tweaking the non SLR HQLA 
requirements. European shares tumbled more than 8 per cent on Monday as the 
coronavirus pandemic raged through 
much of Europe, with dramatic monetary 
easing by global central banks failing 
to reassure investors about its growing 

economic damage. The pan-European STOXX 600 fell 8.2 per cent to its lowest since November 2012, with bourses in 
France and Spain leading losses as the 
two countries joined Italy in enforcing a 
national lockdown. In Asia, MSCI’s index of Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan 
tumbled 4 per cent to lows not seen since early 2017, while the Nikkei fell 2 per cent 
as the Bank of Japan’s easing steps failed to stabilise market confidence.

NEW DELHI, Agency.  The monthly Wholesale Price Index-based inflation (WPI), stood at 2.26 per cent (provisional) for the month of February as compared with 3.1 per cent for the previous month (Jan 2020) and 2.93 per cent during 
the corresponding 
month of the previous year (Feb 2019). The 
food index-based inflation consisting of 
food articles and food 
product decreased from 10.12 per cent in January to 7.31 per cent 
in February. The index 
for food articles group 
declined by 3.7 per cent 
for the previous month 
due to lower price of fruits & vegetables (14 per cent), tea (8 per 
cent), egg and maize (7 per cent each), condiments & spices and bajra (4 per cent each), gram and jowar (2 per cent each) and fish-inland, pork, ragi, wheat, urad and masur (1 per cent each). However, the price of beef and buffalo meat and fish-marine (5 per cent each), betel leaves (4 per cent), moong and poultry chicken (3 per cent each), mutton (2 per cent) and barley, rajma and arhar (1 per cent each) moved up.

New Delhi Agency. 

Shares of SBI Cards & Payment Services (SBI Cards) listed at Rs 661, 12.45 per cent below its issue price of Rs 755 on the National Stock 
Exchange (NSE) on Monday. On the BSE, it opened at Rs 658, 13 per cent lower against issue price. However, at 10:09 am, the stock was trading at Rs 751, after hitting a high of Rs 754 on the BSE. A combined around 26 million shares 
have changed hands on the counter on both the 
exchanges so far. The stock saw a weak debut due 
to prevailing market condition as the uncertainty 
regarding the effect of the coronavirus epidemic 
continued to keep investor sentiment in check. The benchmark indices Nifty50 and S&P BSE Sensex have declined 16.6 per cent since the 
SBI Card initial public offer (IPO) opened for subscription on March 2, 2020. The indices have tanked nearly 21 per cent, since the credit card arm of the State Bank of India (SBI) filed Draft 
Red Herring Prospectus (DRHP) for its IPO with Sebi on February 26. Almost all brokerages were 
positive on the initial public offer (IPO) and 

some had predicted up to 60 per cent upside from the IPO price range of Rs 750-755, given 
its dominant position in the credit card market 
and strong parentage, SBI Cards is well placed to benefit from the rising trend of digital payments 
and e-commerce. SBI Card’s IPO had managed to attract bids worth Rs 2 trillion, in spite of challenging market conditions. The 100-million 

share offering generated close to 2.7 billion bids (26 times). The qualified institutional buyers (QIBs) portion of the IPO was subscribed 57 
times, followed by high networth individual (HNI) (44 times) and shareholders (25.4 times). 
The employee segment registered 4.7 times 
subscription, while the retail portion being subscribed 2.5 times. SBI Cards is the second largest credit card issuer in India, with 18.1 
per cent market share in terms of the number of credit cards outstanding as of November 30, 2019. SBI Cards offers various types of credit 
cards considering the need of retail clients (viz. 
Lifestyle Cards, Rewards, Shopping, Travel and 
Fuel). It also offers corporate cards and is the 
largest co-brand credit card issuer in India. It 
also issue card in partnership with smaller or 
regional banks. “SBI Cards offers investment 
opportunity in a unique business model with strong profitability. Sustainability of higher 
business growth and strong return ratios justifies premium valuation for the business,” 
ICICI Securities said in an IPO note.

SBI Cards lists 12% below issue 
price of Rs 755; recovers later

WPI-based inflation eases to 2.26% 
in February against 3.1% in Jan

New Delhi, Agency. 

Interest rate cuts have become the go-to tool whenever a country finds itself in the midst of a market-related 
instability or an economic slowdown. The recent coronavirus (Covid-19) outbreak, too, has led to a clamour 
for a rate-cut to support the sentiment. Understandably 
so, the US Federal Reserve (US Fed), in a surprise move, cut its key interest rate to a target range of 0 per cent and 0.25 per cent on Sunday. The cut comes close on the heels 
of a rate cut done on March 3. Bank of England, last week, 
too, cut its interest rates in an emergency move to bolster 
the economy, as did central banks of Australia and New 
Zealand on Monday. Despite this, the US stock futures 
were locked in their lower limit on Sunday (Monday for India), after entering into a bear phase (down 20 per 
cent from the top) last week. The Reserve Bank of India 
(RBI) is expected to hold a media interaction later in the 
day today. It is widely expected that the central bank will 
cut rates and announce measures to boost sentiment. So, 
is the monetary action not enough? Maybe, say analysts. 
According to JP Morgan, interest rate cuts may not 
assuage investors who are dealing with twin shocks of a slump in crude oil prices and the outbreak of Covid-19, 
leading to a sharp repricing in global markets, including in equities, fixed income, commodities and currencies. 
“More than interest rate cut, the most important role for 
central banks to play is to ensure that liquidity remains 
ample. While investors have gotten addicted to monetary 
policy responses during this cycle, the more important reaction is actually from fiscal policy,” the brokerage notes. Apart from the first order impact of the virus, JP 
Morgan cautions the governments across the globe, about 
the need to prevent second-order effects, especially from 
“social distancing”, such as job losses and bankruptcies. 
“This would include several microeconomic measures 
that can provide support to affected small and medium 
businesses and their workers. This would help to soften the short-term negative impacts of Covid-19 and would 
help to strengthen the eventual rebound. It is crucial for 
people to have jobs to return to and businesses to go back 
to when life goes back to normal,” it underlines. Devendra 
Pant, chief economist at India Ratings and Research, too, 

calls for a mixed action-plan - a combination of rate cuts and fiscal boost. “We need monetary action, right now, to ensure that businesses – whose cash flows or working 
capital have been hit due to lack of demand in the wake 
of the virus outbreak -- don’t suffer when the economy 
crawls back to normalcy, and they don’t default on their 
loans,” he explains. Despite global central banks cutting 
interest rates, the RBI, so far, has adopted a cautious 
approach. While there were no rate cuts till Monday, the central bank undertook currency swap operation of $2 
billion to safeguard the rupee’s value against the US dollar. “Going ahead, we expect the RBI to buy $18 billion of forex 
forward to contain bond yields to make room for open 
market operation (OMO) ” say analysts at BofAML. “What India needs is a mix of monetary and fiscal boost… While 
a rate cut may still be given, government doesn’t have the space to provide fiscal stimulus,” Pant of India Ratings says, adding that the fiscal stimulus provided now would 
have to be prudently reversed when the coronavirus 
is curtailed. The fall in crude oil price, therefore, can be 
a blessing for India in this case. According to estimates 
by BofAML, the fall in crude oil prices could lead to a potential boost of Rs 500 billion or 0.4 per cent of GDP to 
consumption, after the Rs 3 excise duty hike, is passed on 
to the consumer. A boost in public spending through say, 
higher interest rate subsidies on mortgage or SME loans 
to support consumption demand.

Will the RBI cut rates today? Fiscal 
boost also needed to battle slowdown

New Delhi, Agency.  

The above three messages are among hundreds being 
forwarded on social media especially WhatsApp these 
days and they are all fake. Such fake messages have contributed significantly to rising panic levels across the country. The coronavirus (Covid-19) outbreak has now spread in over 150 countries killing more than 6,000 and infected more than 1,25,000 people globally. While 
governments across the world are struggling to come to 
terms with the scale of the deadly respiratory illness, panic 
and knee jerk reaction has been a challenge to deal with. 
The widespread trepidation over the virus has forced 
large scale hoarding of masks, sanitisers, tissue paper 
in several countries creating a shortage of essentials as 
people fear the worst. In India, the Ministry of Health 
and Family Welfare has been quick to create awareness 
campaigns, most notable is the mandatory coronavirus 
caller tune issued by BSNL, MTNL, Reliance Jio, Vodafone-
Idea and Airtel to a combined subscriber base of over 100 crores. Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal, who 
had urged people not to hoard masks and sanitisers, had 
to constitute a team to take action against hoarding and 
suppliers overcharging for the protective masks. Despite the efforts, the panic seems to be growing and Covid-19 
has emerged as a mythical virus with WhatsApp forwards 
adding to its glory. The World Health Organisation (WHO), 
which termed the outbreak as pandemic last week has 
now come out with several myth busters to break the chain 
of fake information and theories being built around the 
virus. While countries across the world are researching for a cure to fight the virus, a major discussion seems 
to be focussed on and around the transmission of the Covid-19 in areas with hot and humid climates. The WHO 
has denied it stating that the virus can be transmitted in 
all areas, including in hot and humid weather, regardless 
of the climate and that prevention should not be limited 
to certain regions. With the debate focussed around 
transmission in hot and humid climate, many believe that 
a hot bath will rinse them of the virus, but the WHO is of a 
different opinion. The organisation said, “Taking a hot bath will not prevent you from catching Covid-19. Your normal 
body temperature remains around 36.5-degree Celsius to 37 
degrees Celsius, regardless of the temperature of your bath or 
shower. Actually, taking a hot bath with extremely hot water can 
be harmful, as it can burn you.” Health organisations globally 
have been advocating that the best way to protect yourself is by 
frequently cleaning your hands A major fear among the public is 
that the virus is communicable and can be transmitted from one 
organism to another including the mosquitos. 

Busting myths: As 
coronavirus spreads, so do 
fake WhatsApp forwards

Voda Idea deposits Rs 3,354 cr more 
as AGR dues, says full principal paid

NEW DELHI, Agency. 

Vodafone Idea on Monday paid a further amount of Rs 3,354 crore to the Department of 
Telecommunications (DoT) being the balance 
part of principal amount towards adjusted 
gross revenue (AGR) liabilities. Thus the 
company has paid the full principal amount of Rs 6,854 crore towards the AGR dues,” it said in regulatory filings at stock exchanges. On March 6, Vodafone Idea had filed its self-
assessment of the AGR liabilities with the DoT in which AGR liability principal amount of Rs 6,854 crore was determined for the period from financial years 2006-

07 to 2018-19. The company had earlier paid a sum of Rs 2,500 crore on February 17 and a further sum of Rs 1,000 crore on February 20 
towards this liability. On February 14, the Supreme Court had directed 
telecom companies to pay the AGR-
related liabilities to the government by March 17. Subsequently, the DoT 
sent demand notices towards AGR 
liabilities to telecom operators. At 12:25 pm, the stock of Vodafone Idea was trading 4.44 per cent higher at Rs 5.88 apiece on BSE Ltd when the S & P Sensex was down by 5.3 per cent.

New Delhi, Agency.  Have markets 
bottomed out? The honest answer is 
that we can’t say for sure. That a bottom 
or a top has been made can only be 
ascertained only after a considerable 
period of time has elapsed post the 
event. Now, if the question is – “can 
stocks be bought now?” –it then is 
relatively simpler to answer. While it is 
customary for experts to advice buying 
on dips, the answer is actually more 
nuanced. When market falls, it may 
mean different things to different people. 
For someone who is sitting on cash it 
comes as a rare buying opportunity. 
For an investor who is fully invested, 
these are trying times and those who 
have leveraged in futures, ground 
could be slipping under their feet. 
Strategies for long term -“Buy & Hold” 
Investors. If you are a ‘Buy and Hold’ 
type long-term investor, near-term 
uncertainty should not come in your 
way of nibbling at stocks. If you have 
a horizon of, say three years, and are 
willing to bear the short-term pain, 
than this market is for you.

Time to be greedy or 
fearful? Portfolio strategies 
for uncertain times opensearch
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New Delhi, Agency.  The release of Rana Daggubati’s upcoming film Haathi 
Mere Saathi has been postponed due to coronavirus outbreak. The film was scheduled to hit screens on April 2. “EROS 
International has always kept our audience’s 
interest at the forefront as a core value. 
Healthy and happy audiences have always 
kept us motivated to produce and distribute 
unique stories that have never been told 
before. In light of recent developments of COVID19 Coronavirus, our recent 
announcement regarding the scheduled 
release of Haathi Mere Saathi, Aranya & 
Kaadan stands changed. In solidarity with 
our partners, exhibitors, distributors and 
audiences, we pray for health and happiness 
of all and as we are monitoring the situation, 
we do hope that we come back with a 
new release date soon. STAY HEALTHY, 
SAFE AND BLESSED,” the makers said in a 
statement. Haathi Mere Saathi is the latest film to be postponed after coronavirus 
outbreak. Earlier, the release of Akshay 
Kumar-starrer Sooryavanshi. YRF’s Sandeep 
Aur Pinky Faraar and Nani-starrer V among 
more were deferred. The deadly virus, which originated in China, has claimed over 6,500 lives and infected more than 169,000 people in 135 countries and territories.

Haathi Mere Saathi 
release postponed due 
to coronavirus outbreak

New Delhi, Agency. During an appearance 
on The Late Late Show with James Corden, 
Vin Diesel revealed that he is working on his 
debut album and has some great original 
music in it. Action star Vin Diesel says he 
is working on his debut album and has 
some great original music in it. During an 
appearance on The Late Late Show with 
James Corden, the Fast & Furious star said his kids Hania, 11, Vincent, 10, and Pauline, 
four, love his songs. “I gotta be honest with 
you James, my kids love when I sing and 
they love it so much – it’s kind of like JRR 
Tolkien, he started telling his kids stories 
about Hobbits and next thing you know he 
went onto ‘Lord of the Rings’. I have a little 
bit of that in me!” Diesel said when Corden 
asked him about his new album. “I wish I 
could play all the music for you. I’m really 
lucky to have some really original great 
music. Nothing in the world is better than 
seeing my four-year-old daughter walking 
around the house singing these songs that 
she hears me playing now. It’s the most 
beautiful thing in the world. To be able to 
share that, there’s nothing more beautiful 
than that,” Diesel added. The actor didn’t 
reveal any other details about his musical 
outing. On the acting front, he will next be see in Fast and Furious 9, which has been 
pushed to April next year due to coronavirus 
outrbeak.

Vin Diesel working on 
debut music album

Rupali Ganguly on Anupamaa: Couldn’t 

have asked for a better comeback

Sylvester Stallone-starrer Samaritan on 
two-week hiatus over coronavirus outbreak

Los Angeles Agency.  Superhero film Samaritan, featuring 
Sylvester Stallone, is halting 
production for at least two weeks in 
the wake of coronavirus pandemic. 
According to Deadline, MGM Studios 
announced that the cast and crew will 
be going on a break from Monday. 
The production was underway in 
Atlanta, Georgia. Samaritan follows 
a young boy, played by Euphoria 
actor Javon Walton, who sets out to 
discover if a mythic superhero, who vanished 20 years earlier following a 
tragic event, remains alive. Sylvester 
Stallone will essay the role of Stanley 

Kominski, a sanitation worker 
trying to live a normal life while 
harbouring a deep secret. Natacha 
Karam will portray a dangerous and 
unpredictable henchperson to the 
story’s antagonist, played by Game of 

Thrones actor Pilou Asbake. The film, set for a December 1 release, also 
features Martin Starr. Last week, the 
World Health Organisation (WHO) declared the COVID-19 outbreak as a 
pandemic.

There were no raids back then, quips Vijay at Master audio launch

Mumbai, Agency. Bollywood actor Angad Bedi on Monday gave a befitting 
reply to netizens trolling his wife Neha Dhupia, following 
the recent Roadies Revolution controversy. Neha received 
backlash after slamming a Roadies contestant for slapping 
his girlfriend who cheated on him. Angad took to Instagram 

and shared five photos of his wife Neha. He captioned the post, “Sun MERI baat.. here are my 5 girlfriends!!!! Ukhad lo jo ukhad na hai!!! (Listen up, here are my 5 girlfriends. 
Do whatever you want to do.)” Commenting on his post, 
Neha Dhupia wrote, “My man.” Not just Angad Bedi, the 
Roadies Revolution mentor received support from many 
celebrities for her statement shared on social media 
handles. Sophie Choudry tweeted, “Guys, I don’t condone 
any kind of physical or mental abuse. Just as a man should 
never hit a woman, I don’t think a woman should raise 
her hand either unless it’s to defend herself. But I also 
don’t condone vicious trolling. You don’t have to agree 
with Neha Dhupia point of view but attacking her friends, 
family and baby is unacceptable!” “Cowards hit women…
If you call them out, their ilk hides behind the anonymity 
and safety of social media and threatens to hit and assault 
women. Neha, stay strong,” Richa Chadha wrote as she 
shared Neha’s statement. Konkana Sensharma, Pulkit 
Samrat, Neena Kulkarni and others also tweeted in 
support of Neha Dhupia.

New Delhi Agency. 

Bollywood actor Sara Ali 
Khan, who will be seen next 
in Varun Dhawan-starrer Coolie No 1, is making the 
most of her stay in Benaras. 
Actor Sara Ali Khan on 
Sunday took to Instagram to 
give a glimpse of her evening 
in Benaras. Sara shared a 
video of her experience on 
Instagram. As the caption, she 
wrote, “Namaste Darshako. 
Banaras ki galliyo se…oh 
what a lovely day. So much 
fun- such little you pay.  If 
only in Varanasi one could 
stay.” In the video, we see 
Sara Ali Khan in the busiest 
alley of Benaras wearing a 
pink salwar-kameez. She has 
a garland around her neck 
and is also sporting a bindi that suggests she just visited a temple. The video starts with Sara checking out 
a stole at a store. She greets the audience and goes on to give a tour of the street. On the work front, Sara Ali Khan was last seen in Love Aaj Kal, which did not do well at the box office. She has wrapped up the shooting of Coolie No 1 starring Varun Dhawan. The actor will start shooting for Aanand L Rai directorial Atrangi, also 
starring Dhanush and Akshay Kumar in the lead roles

Roadies Revolution controversy: 
Neha Dhupia’s husband Angad 

Bedi shares photos of ‘5 girlfriends’

Sara Ali Khan becomes a 
tour guide in Benaras
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New Delhi Agency. If the clothes we wear are a reflection 
of our state of mind, then Tamil 
actor Vijay was sharp as a tack at 
the audio launch of Master held on 
Sunday. Not every day, he dresses 
in a suit. But, by his own admission, 
he wanted to dress sharp like his 
friend Ajith. Not only did fans get to 
see Vijay explore his wardrobe, but 
they were also treated to a burst of 
impromptu dance to a folk number 
from Master’s music album. The last 
memory of Vijay dancing before a live 
crowd was about three years ago. In 2017, during an award function in 
Chennai, Bollywood superstar Shah 
Rukh Khan persuaded Vijay to shake 
a leg with him. He sort of awkwardly 
obliged King Khan. However, during 
Sunday’s event, the actor, along with 

composer Anirudh Ravichander 
and co-star Shanthanu Bhagyaraj, 
showcased some groovy moves to 
the beats of “Vaathi Coming”, without 
any prompting. Vijay said that he was not satisfied with limiting the size 
of the crowd for the event. However, 
the actor said he had to make peace 
with the rather low-key affair owing 
to the circumstances. Due to threat 
of coronavirus, the makers of Master 
held the audio launch at the hall 
of a high-end hotel in Chennai as 
opposed to a big stadium that could 
accommodate hundreds of fans. He 
also took the opportunity to express 
his gratitude to fans. The actor noted 
that the loyalty of fans to him was 
on a “different level”, referring to the 
support that he received when he was whisked away by income tax officers 
to his Chennai residence from the 

shooting spot in Neyveli. 
When asked what piece 
of advice he would give 
his younger self, Vijay 
said he would rather ask 
back the bygone time. 
“I was very peaceful 
back then. There were 
no raids and all,” he 
quipped. “But, even 
now, my life is fun.” He 
also thanked his uncle 
Xavier Britto, who has 
produced Master. “This 
movie is for you, uncle,” 
said the star noting that 
Xavier supported him 
during the early days 
of his career. The actor 
is playing the role of a 
college professor in the 
movie, which boasts of 

an all-star cast. “I wondered from 
the beginning why Vijay Sethupathi 
would agree to act in this movie?” 
he remarked. “He has a huge market 
and there is no need for him to play 
a negative role in this movie. So I 
always wanted to ask him, why? And 
when I did, he touched me with a 
simple response. He said, ‘I like you 
very much.’ I was moved.” Vijay said 
that he had a good time working 
with the young team of technicians 
put together by director Lokesh 
Kanagaraj, who is just two feature films old (Maanagaram, Kaithi). 
“Instead of me speaking about this 
team, their work will speak for itself 
when you see it on the screen.” Master 
also stars Malavika Mohanan, Andrea 
Jeremiah, Shanthanu Bhagyaraj 
and Arjun Das. The movie is due in 
cinemas in April.

Mumbai, Agency. 

After his past successes Yeh 
Rishta Kya Kehlata Hai and Yeh 
Rishtey Hai Pyaar Ke, Rajan Shahi 
is all set to launch Anupamaa on 
Star Plus. A remake of Bengali 
drama Sreemoyee, the series 
will revolve around Anupamaa 
(played by Rupali Ganguly), 
who dons multiple hats like 
any other homemaker, and in 
return never gets appreciated 
by her family. In the course of 
time, she rekindles her passion 
that leads to a turbulence in her 
domestic life. While Sudhanshu 
Pandey will play the husband, 
Muskan Bamne, Paras Kalnawat 
and Aashish Mehrotra will be 
seen as the couple’s children. 
With Anupamaa, Rupali Ganguly 
will be making her small screen 
comeback after a hiatus of seven 
years. The actor is known for her 
performance in shows Sanjivani, 
Sarabhai vs Sarabhai, Parvarrish 
among more. Ganguly spoke 

exclusively to indianexpress.com 
about what made her choose 
the show, comparisons with the 
original drama, motherhood 

and more. Excerpts from the 
conversation. How does it feel 
to be back on a television set? 
I don’t know what has hit me. I 

have been enjoying my sabbatical 
too much. And now I have to ask 
someone to even take out time for myself. There is definitely a 
slight adjustment issue but I am 
having a blast. The role is such a 
fantastic one. I don’t think I could 
have asked for a better comeback. 
The story is about a mother, and 
I don’t need to pretend, as the 
character is around my age. 

On television, women are 
usually young and hot or old. 
It’s a pleasure to play such a real 
character. Also, what better way 
to restart my career than the one 
with whom it all started. Rajan Shahi was my first director, and I was his first heroine. We started 
our innings together, and I feel so 
proud of all that he has achieved. 
I really feel blessed to be a part 
of his show. Not at all. I really 
didn’t care about the age. I would 
have agreed even if the kids were shown to be 50. It was the least 
of my concern. It’s a beautiful 

story of a mother and my worry 
was to justify Rajan’s vision. It’s 
a dream role for any actor. It has 
romance, emotion, masti- every 
shade that we see in a human. I cannot believe that a 40 plus 
woman is being shown as the 
protagonist on Indian television. 
No, because I didn’t want to get 
stuck on how I want to play it. 
I wanted Anupamaa to be my 
interpretation, and I also had 
a fantastic director in Romesh 
Kalra. The script has also been 
written wonderfully. It’s quite fast 
paced compared to the regional 
dramas. Both Sreemoyee and 
Aai Kuthe Kay Karte, the Marathi 
version have been toppers in 
the TRP charts. There’s nothing 
bigger than a mother’s emotions, 
and I am sure the Hindi audience 
will also enjoy watching it. It’s not 
just women characters but every 
part has been beautifully etched 
in our show. Even the house help 
has a lovely track coming up. 

n  Superhero film 
Samaritan, featuring 
Sylvester Stallone, is 
halting production for 
at least two weeks in 
the wake of coronavirus 
pandemic. 
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